
Motion Along a Line, Something on Either Side
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It seems we were going home.

The smell of blossoming privet blanketed the narrow avenue.

The traffic lights were green and aqueous.

So this is the subterranean life.

If it can't be conjugated onto us, what good is it?

What need for purists when the demotic is built to last,

To outlast us, and no dialect hears us?

John Ashbery
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1.

A beige horse with a blond mane munches

the last of the late summer grass, tawny and dry.

As I drive by she likely blinks

but because I only see half her face

it looks like she winks at me, in my black Focus

thinking about a style of seeing

without any ambition to be included in the poem

preferring to remain on the perimeter between a long line 

of cars stretching and scrunching accordion-like

and a silver saucer-shaped cloud bisected

by a diagonal shaft of light, between isolation 

and the anxiety of inclusion, its potential energy

playing hard to get or just playing.

During a long drive it's ambiguity in the service of clarity

the mind endures, narrating duration, conjugating

an agreement between a disagreeable subject

and a protean verb, a winged one this time

with a fish in tow passing over the freeway toward a fir tree.

I mean this skipping around is continuous

even after the eye settles on an aluminum trailer hitched

to a blue pickup – thru a long rectangular chink in the trailer 

a chocolate brown horse with a licorice black mane.

I want to believe in the difference 

between a creature in time, and time itself

but the distinction is illusory

like acknowledging the space the creature moves thru

but not the space inside the creature. 
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2.

Crepuscular, the maple's samara

in October, little winged creatures with covered seed-eyes

the procreant urge is crazy and blind, a love-bat.

All across a Coca Cola billboard, rock dove scat

guano gouache in random vertical streaks and swatches.

The rock doves are full, but the love-bats are starving.

I don't know what it means

they must've fallen out the back

of a pickup, a box of latex gloves scattered

about the street and sidewalk. It's ironic

my fingers are ink-stained, if I'd known this pen 

was leaky I'd've put on latex gloves.

Beside the ink-blue bay a corrugated aluminum roof

oxidizing, consecutive rust-stains seem intentional

like repetitive strokes of iron-rich paint

in a red pattern whose code I can't decipher.

Improvisation dances across a field of inquiry

until a territorial Holstein bull appears

on the wrong side of a crow-lined chain.

I feel like something is using me. 

I wanna use words like latex, play with polymers

organic and inorganic chain polymers – let's rubberize 

the chain and hang it from a ceiling.

In 10 years the rubber will crack, the chain rust.

Art doesn't last, life doesn't last.

It doesn't matter – matter energizes

energy matters.
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3.

A woman in a dark blue strapless dress with long 

traffic-light green hair walks provocatively 

across a street talking to someone who isn't there 

in the flesh. This is my flesh transmogrified into words 

I'm a changeling, the light changes and I drive off again

but not without you, you're constant as a scar

like all these car radios loaded with bad ju-ju. 

High above the Ferndale cemetery nestled

against a forested hill, 20 buzzards criss-cross

in random flight patterns, messages being passed 

and dispersed, messages about maintaining 

equilibrium in the food chain – if one link cracks

the whole chain is weaker – but since you don't speak

turkey vulture their whole chaotic congress

seems esoteric, eerie. The truth is several links 

aren't just cracked but completely broken

the whole chain rusted beyond recognition

– to rubberize it would make matters worse.

A rubber tree in a jungle, raw milk-white sap spurts

the rubber company is run by a man named Kurtz

a billboard outside the company church commanding

machete-wielding natives making $1.12 an hour to

BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM GOD

but the buzzards keep weaving

aleatory patterns in pale blue air – they look down

at the latex gloves scattered on the ground and

don't make a sound.
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4.

Across the lower left quadrant of a SPEED LIMIT 25 sign

a spectrum flashes. Crisp shadows of curvy 

phone-lines cast on a sunlit street – long black snakes.

Lying or standing, some in the open attended by egrets

some beside plows, light and dark brown

or black and white cows, Jerseys and Holsteins 

in ripe green pastures on either side of this flowing 

line, lane, this black Focus – Chinese painters call it 

moving focus, unrolling a scroll. 

My wheels rolling south toward the mouth 

of the Mattole River, a splinter of sunlight 

pierces the surface of a cell, it could be anything

a stem cell, grass blade, a moment of consciousness 

unbounded by the moment, unmade.

To be on the bridge with John

(ash trees and black inkberries on one side

on the other a Wiyot woman with a silver ponytail

down to her sacrum leading a taupe-colored mare

with a tawny mane down to the shore to drink from the Eel

River passing under us in long limpid braids unraveling)

is a daydream, because for one thing John is dead

the river polluted and this bridge too narrow to do anything

but drive across. The cyclist looks terrified

pedaling for her life, knowing how impatient 

we motorists are, I won't make it to the Mattole

in time, another SPEED LIMIT 25 sign

no spectrum this time.
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5.

Meanwhile a heavyset one with dyed ruby-red 

hair walks along a sidewalk talking to themself

piercings and tattoos luring onlookers.

We're hooked, I guess, unable to do

without love, or at least the thought

that someone is thinking about us

has factored us in, included us in the blueprints.  

The epoxy epoch was epic, but now everything sticks 

together and I can no longer distinguish one thing 

from another with anything like clarity – pronouns 

mutually compose, contain and reflect each other. 

If it is a house of mirrors

I've no wish to throw stones

when Medusa appears again – long twisted phone-lines

their sharp black shadows hissing along a sun-flooded street. 

Suddenly daylight prematurely dims, a mountain of fog

erasing ocean, dunes, I'm enveloped

in cold steam, self-enclosed and exposed

as if everywhere I look I see the gorgon's eyes

fear the needle-sharp abysses of her mouths.

But I'm spared, for reasons neither meritorious 

nor meretricious, I survive the long snake-black night 

of the soul without being able to say how or why. 

Now the sky is blue again behind a green 

traffic-light, to my right a glassy blue-green sea 

across the curling surface of which a human shape 

outraces a wave's gaping, collapsing mouth.
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6.

Maybe I'm a ghost

but that doesn't change anything

the pain in my right shoulder

a green bike lane on the right shoulder

of this street rushing past me at 35 MPH

a hitch in the giddyup of an orange-haired woman

at Mckinleyville Optometric, the pain in her left knee

white-caps on the sea, warped ripples on the Mad River flecked 

with black and white specks, cormorants and gulls

all these continuously shifting psycho-emotional

states and shades of blue – the Pacific, the Mad

a cloudless sky, this bit of my shirt, Lu-Lu's sad eyes 

and Elizabeth's cute little brand-new Honda Fit.

I wanna trade her for it

my Focus only has 269,462 miles.

She smiles – the difference between color and light 

is ghostly too, my Focus doesn't change color at night

like my dahlias and lithodora do.

If I shine a bright yellow light on Elizabeth's Fit at night

I suppose I could turn it green. When the light 

turns green I head west again behind a white 

van that says SUDDEN AND FREQUENT STOPS

it changes lanes and barely fits between a red Saturn

and 2 motorcycle cops. Above the ocean

the sun turns traffic-light yellow, orange-tinged 

a warning sign – it speeds up or slows down

the ghost doesn't stop.
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7.

A red-tailed hawk landing on a Monterey pine's

topmost branch, the green swath that separates the 2

northbound from the 2 southbound lanes is teeming

with voles. Sabrina, a young bank teller

has a mole on her neck that attracts my focus 

like a magnet, my black Focus heading north now past 

an obscenely large American flag at half mast.

I don't know why, I haven't heard the news in days

maybe the Commander-In-Chief had a myocardial infarction

but one must have a heart in order to have a heart attack

at least according to the ontological proof 

of Odin, the half-blind god of wisdom, poetry, and war. 

A disembodied voice says “take this left”

I don't know if I'm in the ocean or in my car.

Both, a giant squid is attacking my windshield, no

it's fresh water, it's a car wash – switch 

the first letters and you get “war cash.”

Back on the road west across Old River and Salt River

neither of which exist anymore, just chemical grassland 

where they used to flow, Jay Farrar's voice on the stereo

“there will be damage, there will be hell to pay.”

At a STOP sign beside the Cowtown Café

a young woman with purple lipstick and long

straight frost-white hair crosses the street.

Wan is Chinese for beautiful, like when

a huge wave breaks on a beach and everything

for one radically elastic moment, turns white.
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8.

The fog has gone from white

to a bruised grey, erasing a long

flock of pelicans above Humboldt Bay.

Not every poem is in love with description

noun clauses preening themselves like a platinum

blond in a smoke-black Charger beside me curling

her eyelashes in the rearview mirror at 62 MPH.

Sometimes the silly crocodile absconds 

with the muse's right foot

recently pedicured, sapphire nail polish

no more soccer for her, poor thing

Calliope hopping around on her left leg

in too much pain to sing. Of course 

the missing foot completely deforms the meter

vitiates the rhythm, like the tall yellow blow-up doll

in front of Roy's Auto, 2 skinny arms but no legs

or feet at all, just a long cylindrical torso that falls

to the left in pleated segments collapsing

then whips back upright, erect, a ridiculous phallus.

A woman in a tight red beret in a cobalt blue convertible 

points and laughs at it, its movement

reminds me of a slinky descending a flight of stairs

the top of the staircase no longer attached

to anything, no porch or balcony.

There's an old house on a cul-de-sac

when you open the back door on the second floor 

and step outside, you're in freefall.
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9.

Art, an examination of the organization of the world

can never be thorough, not because the world

is too vast and complex, but because the organization 

itself is continually in flux – a mocha-brown mare 

with a vanilla-white stripe between her eyes 

swishes her tail as I drive by. The solutions

art provides are only legible in retrospect

right now it's searching the whole fog-soaked 

landscape of the mind for a halter, an egret

a secret that doesn't exist. Then I see it

a dead fawn on a double yellow line

so I don't have to swerve, I gently lift 

my right foot off the gas pedal and stare 

imagining the forest that used to be there

where Redwood Capital Bank stands, and there

Redwood Taxidermy – picture it stuffed with sorrel

sword ferns and skunk cabbage, a huge bulbous burl 

bursting the north-facing window – and here

where words lie flat, face-up in straight lines.

My black Focus parking behind Satori Wellness

with its mind-burgeoning supply of cannabis 

products, including the CBD balm on my right

shoulder, it works on fungal rashes and eczema too.

Satori is Sanskrit for awakening, a dawning

realization shaped like a fawn in the middle 

of a street sensing danger, being

as still and quiet as death.
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10.

Like the plant beside the building with sprigs

of tiny purple flowers, her name is Heather

a receptionist at A to Z Eye Care with curly red hair 

and large brown eyes behind thick glasses staring 

at 2 computer screens, one for each eye, I joke.

Poetry too looks 2 directions at once, one eye viewing 

the world thru language, the other sees it as language

a medium simultaneously limpid and opaque

like an Eric Fischl painting of a naked boy 

pouring a bucket of water on his penis

but the paint's presence isn't concealed

its globular texture congealed, its thickness foregrounded

so the mind shuttles back and forth between

describing it as a bucket of water and a bucket of paint.

Thru the windshield of my black Focus phone lines

alder branches and grey sky, I wanna sample it

go up there and scoop a bucket of grey air, examine

the shades – soft light ones tinged with white

mauve, periwinkle, a gun-metal hue

this one has blue in it, a bruise, 50 

titillating pop culture shades. I focus on a few

drops on the windshield, one slithers

a jagged path down the glass before the blades move

in smooth sweeping arcs, wiper arms waving

back and forth like a girl on a small rock 

in a big ocean waving at a cargo plane passing over

but the plane doesn't stop, nothing stops.
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11.

Atop a young cedar tree a solitary

phoebe peeping, poetry needs more

than 2 eyes to see the shape of each

high-pitched note blending into each

while taking note of the difference 

between a hatter, a cobbler and an upside-down cake

and also keeping track of the front and back of memory

a big-bearded man in an Odwalla van passing me now

as I'm thinking about how to tie a granny knot

the thought itself twisting and looping, uncanny

never cinching down tight for good.

It's understood these measurements are imprecise

mere approximations, 2 rows of nice shiny green

John Deere tractors, now a bright orange sign

NEXT 9 MILES RESURFACING.

Remind me to vote maybe on Measure I

a new tax to fund road repairs here 

in Humboldt County, where multiple Measure I's

would only treat symptoms, not underlying causes.

Dylan's shirt is green with white block letters

STOP PLATE TECTONICS

he talks passionately about the ocean.

Some say it has as many eyes

as there are stars in the Milky Way

poetry I mean, overly romantic perhaps

considering the pot-holes on the page

gaps between ideas where I like to play.
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12.

What does it mean to look at anything

when public and private spaces are interchangeable

even one's interior space

the most valuable real estate on the planet

littered with squatters?

The E Street sign on top of and perpendicular to

the 15th Street sign on top of and perpendicular to

an octagonal STOP sign affixed to a long thin pole

the whole shadow cast diagonally on the street

resembles a flamingo, 3 pigeons pecking

at something in the shadow, eating its heart out.

Merchants who objectify, commodify and harvest

attention are moving shadows – I'm running

on grass trying to concentrate on the ball

at my feet but my shadow distracts

advertising itself, myself, to me.

I swing hard, when the ball hits the crossbar

a loud ping reverberates, echoing thru the bright space

above where the ball, lost in sun-glow, hovers invisibly.

It must've fallen, bounced, I must've carried on

but the memory stops here. I, too, fear dementia

whether the memories go one by one 

or in droves, whole decades, but I don't mind leaving 

the ball up there blindly floating in fluorescence forever

because it isn't just that particular ball

it's you, me, and everyone

not falling but being erased in the sun.
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13.

Stuck behind a red Mr. Rooter van, the logo

a cartoon smile and sparkling wink on a white man's

face outlined in blue wearing a Naval cap

a Doughboy turned plumber perhaps, his hero

Ted Williams, an America I identify with when I'm 9.

Identification – an imaginary chain with real links

that break one by one, like the long red and green 

paper bracelet chain we made in grade school, 25 loops

one for each December day ending with Christmas.

Naughty or nice, I've passed Mr. Rooter twice

now I'm passing a woman on a scooter with a snake

tattoo on her left arm, a black ME TOO sticker 

on her helmet. Red light, beside a Walgreens

a young man, a teen maybe, holding a skateboard  

by the front trucks, Independent, he's black 

and he's being asked by a tall white cop 

for some identification. Now I'm stuck

beside the chroma-key green cab of a logging truck

stuffed with roughly 30-year-old redwood logs

hardly any heartwood at all, the trucker's sidekick 

looks down at me thru the strange yellowish-green 

neon glow of his sunglasses, a gold cross 

hanging from his neck. 

I wonder what that kid did wrong

I didn't see a NO SKATEBOARDING sign.

Green light, in my rearview a long shred 

of fuzzy red bark peels off and falls to the street.
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14.

Anything can be projected onto a green screen

including the image of a whole

civilization's addiction to imagery

the accelerating expansion of a 2-dimensional universe 

– don't worry, you're in it too

your name, numbers, a hundred pictures of you

and everything you've ever seen – June bugs

against a porch screen, Neil and Buzz on the moon

every streaming sitcom, drama, cartoon.

The only thing not included is each individual being

this middle-aged woman, for instance

smiling the smile of a new grandma while 2 cats

meow at her feet, the rats in an alley in Oakland

she claims are larger than her Chihuahua – she

her cats, her dog and the rats all caught

in the poem's net now, stuck in its structure.

Not their beings, or their flesh become letters

I don't know what it is exactly, but it reminds me

of another middle-aged woman who tells me 

the only verse in the Qur'an she knows

everywhere you look you see the face of God

the only verse she's ever needed. 

It's beautiful, I agree, but I wonder about the use 

of the word face, I think of type-face

or the face in surface. 

Sur is Spanish for south, as in Big Sur.

I see it, yes sir, it's a mighty big, mighty blue sea.
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15.

Say the poem aloud, it comes 

alive and simultaneously dies

– soundwaves lengthen and fade, linked

syllables unlink, single phonemes blinking into

and out of existence like exotic subatomic 

particles that can't be counted or measured.

They're free now, they're gone

but the poem goes on off

the grid of the page, imprinted temporarily

in a mind that changes

improvisation styles on a dime, Kronos

Father Time on one side and Aretha

Queen of Soul on the other speaker spelling out

respect, each letter its own word

demanding individuality, a self-styled 

need to swing and snap to the tick

of its own clock in a chorus of clocks, sock it to me.

You can talk to the ocean from here

on a little sand-dune in the middle of the poem.

Its response, a steady low-grade roar rising

as it nears the shore, makes you second-

guess your ears, since the sound is so faint

barely audible, it might be a subconscious thing

wanting to hear the sea sing. Which comes first

the wanting, the ocean or the roar?

I know a surfer whose eardrums

in a huge hollow wave, burst.
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16.

A furry black and orange striped caterpillar

near the yellow stripe in the middle of a street

tiny glints of mica in bright Autumn sunlight

the mind too is a gauntlet – she's almost halfway across.

Am I just supposed to take your word for it

without any explanation of what you mean 

by the mind being a gauntlet? Who walks it?

What are the swinging blades made of – sharp thoughts

mood swings, premonitions of madness?

I like to think she likes the warm feel of concrete

on her belly, that's why she took

to the street, I like to pretend

she'll make it to the other side even if the odds

are against it. That was 8 miles ago now

it's too late to go back, I write on a blue Post-It. 

Above a beautiful old red-brick Post Office 

a jet being nudged thru a pale blue glow

at the same rate a white contrail shoots out the back

like squiggles of paint from a tube, a girl

on the radio giggles. What's on the other side

of the sky? It's the same as asking about the other

side of the page – probably more words

made of letters, letters sent to a beautiful old

red-brick Post Office, no one really knows

what they say. Inside one of the envelopes

maybe there's a clipped pair of radiant butterfly wings

a love letter, if you can call it that.
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17.

You can call it anything, the subject

isn't particular, not a noun with a feminine

or masculine article of clothing – a black 

and white striped scarf held above a head 

at a football match. The crowd's song turns into

a calling – to work in a recycling plant, for instance

the big blue metal building on the peninsula 

across from the occasionally fertile surf spot

individual molecules or whole waves 

with holes in them like letters and words recycled

and reassembled across this continuously mutating surface.

I can't remember if the black and white scarves signified 

Newcastle or Juventes, a team of young, mostly 

Italian men nicknamed The Old Lady

Neil Young's The Old Laughing Lady on the stereo.

Call and response integrated into a sonic structure

I almost crash when I see the red flash of tail-feathers

fanning out beneath dark brown wings, a vole clutched 

in talons above stalks of wild radish beside the highway.

Mentally composing while driving should probably be illegal

but of course there'd be no way to enforce it.

Should I feel guilty about driving 100 miles a day 

I have a convenient excuse, it's my job, I'm a courier.

It wasn't my calling, it happened by chance

serendipitously, like the Gregorian chants on the stereo now

the same harmonic voices Simone Weil heard 

while being transfused with the holy ghost.
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18.

The grey church's hypodermic spire injects the sky

with a mild tranquilizer, that wild blue is much

softer now, fading to white. Elizabeth's Cherokee

ancestors pass for white, so they stay in Oklahoma in 1838

avoiding the Trail of Tears. I avoid a chocolate-chip cookie

and buy a coffee with a twenty, Old Hickory stares at me

a lethal glint in his black pupils. It's rumored his face

will be removed from the bill, replaced 

by Harriet Tubman. On the Underground

in London, some of the train cars contain poems – Blake's 

Tyger between ads for Blackheath Tyres and Carlsburg Lager

a fearful symmetry. At a barbeque

in Calistoga the local pastor asks if I'm a believer

my equivocations confuse us both

he informs me of his fondness

for William Blake, which I find both wonderfully ironic

and wonderful. Listening to the soundtrack 

to Jim Jarmusch's Dead Man

 

“And Priests in black gowns, were walking their rounds

And binding with briars, my joys & desires”

my black Focus rolling downhill south

I should've got another espresso shot.

Consciousness of pain is indistinguishable

from pain itself, I have to change lanes.

I'm craving a cortisone shot in my right shoulder

so you don't start mistaking me, so I don't start

mistaking myself, for someone older.
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19.

As if it were a natural thing

a starling flock rising from a ravine and splitting

into 2 swirling black loops, 1 clockwise, 1 counter-clockwise

like interlocking sprockets, the swarm recombines

in a double swerve, lifts left, dips right, now

it's gone, swept over a foggy hilltop out of sight.

No mechanical process either, language

has numerous limitations but isn't conscious of them. 

Them again, they haunt the both of us with nostalgia

whichever side of the nature-culture divide reshuffles your deck

the halls with boughs of

Holly is my aunt, and she doesn't even know

if I love anything but that vigilant crow perched on a rectangular 

green street sign – Holly Drive, a coincidence to be sure

my black Focus parking between Elizabeth's shiny new 

chromium-blue Honda Fit and an old man in baby-blue slacks

bending shakily down to pick up a yellow scrap

a fast-food wrapper, his left leg thinner than his right

polio perhaps, while a metallic insect 

with 2 coppery legs on my rear 

window flops over and back, over and back

ticking and clicking down the glass into a trench, pops

out and falls onto cracked black pavement beside a lipstick-

stained cigarette butt and a broken cell-phone case.

I'll follow it anywhere, even if it makes me sick

the poem I mean, even if it turns and follows me, tick-

clicking, tick-clicking.
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20.

Above the densely evergreened coastal range a swath

of topaz, Raspberry Beret on the radio

cirrus contrails spread thinly across 3 quarters of sky 

like a crooked grid, my black Focus accelerating uphill

a young shirtless man accelerating downhill on a skateboard

a raptor tattooed across his muscled chest

to slow down he drags his right foot 

and spreads his arms, Christ-pose.

Good news, he doesn't crash in my rearview.

News that stays news is the noise of gunfire.

If it bleeds it succeeds in magnetizing eyeballs to screens.

The news skews worldviews

abuses minds that refuse to recuse themselves

so lose the same o' news of violence and celebrity 

gossip (SAMO was Basquiat's tag name).

Choose a new kind of news, not North East West South

the acronym is whatever you want it to be

Never Eat Wallaby Stew, but you love wallaby stew.

As for me, I'm gonna say topaz and raspberry 

over and over because I like the sound of it.

If I was in an anxious mood, topaz and raspberry

might remind me of a shark attack

but my anxiety level is close to zero, no wind

no fog, mile by sunlit mile that general sense

of the tenuous precariousness of existence

falls away, and almost everyone

is quick to smile. 
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21.

At 3 in the morning a foghorn, then a mournful

cackling of geese, then nothing.

If you recognize a cacophonous cackle you picture

a gaggle of geese, even tho 

those sounds themselves aren't shaped

like winged things. The word foghorn

in the air stares at you from the page

being in 2 places at once like a photon/phoneme

a mind that doesn't belong to one plot, one self. 

At 3 in the afternoon my black Focus vibrates

hums, mumbles something unseemly. 

Passing dazzling royal purple Princess

flowers in front of a whitewashed fence I

picture Prince on a motorcycle. It's Halloween

the leaves of a sweet gum are either dark

cherry-red or kelly-green, nothing in between.

So far I've stressed motion seen from within

a moving machine, but the ghost travels at a different rate

in elliptical snippets, incapable of separating itself 

from this body, from which I have no escape

tho I'm dressed for it, in words that conceal a buzz

and reveal a bee. A pumpkin on a porch

is orange with a yellow tinge like a kernel

of candy-corn, a candle-flame. I hear

between yellow and orange, infinite shades

inaudible to the human ear, more

than all the shades in Hades.
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22.

Stop trying

to preserve something

against the flow of space-time and everything that constitutes it

including you, I see you

sitting on a lawn beneath a tawny-leaved sycamore tree

pretending not to notice me – that's it, look 

at your phone again, something might've changed.

If this is the goal of the poem, to reframe and save a series

it fails every time, sometimes beautifully, in a space infused

with tangerine, puce and saffron hues.

This is a poem about paying your dues

tho she keeps moving the goal-posts, the woman 

whose turquoise turban glows like a noise in the head

of a saint painting a worm emerging from a plum

between 2 stained-glass windows. My black Focus backing

into a rectangular space beside a birch tree clothed

in yellow leaves, one spirals slowly down and lands

camouflaged inside a painted yellow line on pavement

a long silver contrail crossing the sun, a brief

blue-white glow. This is a poem about a film

about a painting in process that will never be finished

the last shot a close-up of the painter's ear

a tuft of strawberry-blond hair above it 

morphing into a paintbrush drenched in ochre

sweeping steadily left to right across 

an off-white canvas, thin threads of red 

behind each bristle coagulating.
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23.

Sometimes a sound will start it

2 sounds this time – blink-blink

of my blinker blinking in sync with a green arrow

flashing on the dashboard, my black Focus about to turn left.

Trying to decide whether the blink-blink is an iamb or a spondee

hasn't eliminated my sour mood, only my awareness of it

but what's the difference – can you still be said to suffer 

even tho you're not experiencing suffering 

your own or someone else's, iambic or spondaic

it hardly matters – what counts is not 

that it all amounts to something in particular

I've forgotten what the initial subject was, or is

if it hasn't already shape-shifted in a meandering monologue

or become obsolescent like the word agog.

I've only ever heard that word in a movie

Liza Minnelli in Cabaret, which came out in 1972

the year of my birth. I'm trying not to be the subject

but the words are following me

an elderly sunglassed man in a silver BMW in my rearview

we're passing a bright green pasture with more 

cattle-egrets than cattle in it, passing thru 

a deepening Autumn blue sky with a single greyish cloud 

shaped like a lion-fish. For a moment the poem's all about us

like the air, getting brisk now, alive only for a moment

memories pulling on each other like muscles

an elderly woman walking down a darkening sidewalk 

beneath a foggy street lamp whistling, alive, agog. 
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Sierra Nevada, sometimes it ends with an image 

above a hydraulic gold mine a pink balloon rising 

into a cyanide-blue sky. Maybe it's a miner's birthday

Maynard or Ebeneezer, back then pink was a masculine color

since it has red in it, like blood. The history of California 

is a masculine color, now it's a blue state, Nevada's a red.

Sierra Nevada, snowy mountain, in 100 years or so 

the Sierra Nevada won't have any snow

and every coastal town or city the size of San Francisco 

will be partly or completely underwater.

Scare tactics often work in politics, never in poetry.

A poem won't convince you to quit your job

sell your car and start riding your bike to activist meetings

even if the words could be traced back to some magically

original world, sustainable and just. Every piece

of property in California can be traced back to the same place

every chain of title ends with the King of Spain. 

Before California was Mexico and before Mexico was Spain

this land was inhabited by over 500 native tribes

only 100 remain. Golden-orange dawn on glassy blue sea

driving home past the golden arches an old Wiyot woman

her reddish-brown face weathered like a mountain

holds a greasy cardboard sign, PLEASE ANYTHING HELPS. 

A record 9,133 wildfires in the Golden State last year

this year could break the record again, a blue state turning red

right now chunks of Malibu are burning

the whole town of Paradise an inferno.
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In dusky blue sky above a power plant

a luminous thumbnail clipping, a crescent moon

but the celestial arc is still attached to the rest of its body

obscured in Earth-shadow. After cutting 

my nails I sweep the crescent slivers into a waste-basket.

I don't know why I'm so obsessed with the anatomy of analogy

insisting on a connection, however tenuous, between one thing 

and every other – nails, teeth, and the moon contain calcium

asteroid teethmarks on the moon. They're not equal

the 2 elements of any analogy, they're congruent

2 little parallel squiggly lines, a sign for flowing water 

if the squiggles are blue. NO DUMPING

FLOWS TO WATERWAY, my black Focus 

rolling south alongside Humboldt Bay, a white-gold 

sun-swath glimmering on placid smoky blue.

Smoke from wildfires 200 miles away creates 

a momentarily mystical effect like driving thru Avalon.

A Shell station approaching on the right 

– shells, calcium carbonate, limestone

in afternoon Autumn light a pasture is lime-green

except for a brown patch dusted with lime.

Dead bodies are dusted with lime. It should be noted

that none of these things connect, they correspond

this is our correspondence, you and me, however much

the distance between us grows, these letters will form

an infinitely extendable bridge no California

wildfire will ever burn.    
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I'm a shape-shifter, shaper of solid matter, steel

hammers for granite, zinc for slate, brass for marble

I'm a mason fluffing a mortar bed, humoring a stone

soapstone, rhyolite, this trowel feels right in my hand

this rasp, this file I clasp

I'm a chiseler, inscriber, carver of letters

wordsmith, blacksmith, I strike glowing orange iron

hit it in one place it misbehaves in another

I compensate, I forge

checks and balances. 

Then a blue Cube cuts 

me off, license plate 4CGJUNG.

A coincidence, I was just reading him last night

an unconscious secret is more harmful than a conscious one.

It's no secret I know nothing about masonry, carpentry, welding, etc.

My desire for every building craft, for each form of making 

to be a metaphor for writing poetry belies my deficiencies

I can't build anything but this shabby word-house

less substantial than a house of cards 

but just as precarious, one wrong word 

and the whole edifice collapses. Some day 

the wrong words are going to kill me – not now, not here

in this old Victorian with a melted window on the Pacific

– cloud-light melded into a warped mirror

beneath which utterances from the unconscious turn

the wine-dark sea to silver-blue sheet-glass

a wordless text we're still learning how to read.
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Low tide on Humboldt Bay, a network of sinuous

tin-blue rivulets spreading across nutrient-rich mud

this obscure medicine, a spherical cure 

if the underground jewels on the other side 

of the globe you call your mind

could surface and gleam, every facet

each anxiety-fueled dream integrated 

into the steamy blue light reflected on the bay

it's easier than it seems. Move the language in

on its side like fitting a couch thru a doorway

or else it sneaks up on you, whatever you're meaning 

to convey – objects in mirror are closer than they appear

but subjects are further away, as if it always comes down

to this regardless of circumstances – a round

brown woman in a dirty purple hoody sitting Indian-style 

on a curb holding a cardboard sign, RANDOM ACTS 

OF KINDNESS. When I give her a dollar to assuage

my guilt it's deliberate, not random. Walking back

to my black Focus a scent recalls the fall 

carnival at Verdugo Park in the mid 80s – New Wave music

those wavy mirrors, darts popping yellow balloons.  

Thin lavender haze between phone lines absorbs

a glowing orange orb, a seagull turns

into a white paper bag fluttering frantically

above the freeway. Whether I'm walking

or driving, awake or asleep, the scene changes so 

fast I can never keep up.
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Rooted in an isosceles triangle of dirt

between a surface street and a freeway entrance

beneath a footbridge overpass, a scrawny tree

strung with big orange-tinged red apples, a man 

can't reach them from the ground, a woman 

hanging her arm down from the bridge 

can't reach them either, and neither one has a tool. 

The fruit will feed hundreds of birds and worms

feed on the imagination of those who pass. 

Tantalizing, after Tantalus, a king condemned 

for revealing the secrets of the gods

he stands in the underworld, fruit branches 

overhead forever evading his reach. 

I don't know if his crimes were worse 

than any other king before or since

since absolute power corrupts absolutely.

None of us who walk or drive by this strangely 

fertile tree (the one remaining tree of an orchard 

that lived here before the freeway, street 

or bridge were built) are kings or queens.

Some day, when we're all equal, the bridge

street and freeway will be reclaimed 

by the earth, nameless again

all the knowledge in all the myths packed tight 

inside fruit seeds, my black Focus slowly passing

a black cat on a wooden fence below a decorative

cherry tree, her eyes as yellow as the leaves.
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Usually it's the word or phrase your ego

really wants to say (today it's “worm-eaten words”)

that must be swallowed

like tequila, not for your own good

but for the health of the poem, which can hardly be said

to have even begun before intoxication sets in

making every word vibrant, buzzing with possibility

you wanna sing along to every song on the radio

whatever genre or tempo, oldies, rap

something about a pugilist's fists

sump'n sump'n on Calypso's lips.

To listen to music and picture people

of various cultures dancing separately together

whether you're one of them, all or none of them

is to be human – a pulse, a pulse rhythms them

we're made of it, more immediate than words 

a not indirect erotic route to the heart

a knot untied at last.

I just passed a dirt lot, empty except for a black 

Focus with purple hubcaps and turquoise calipers

the driver's-side door mangled, a shark attack

– T-boned by a Hyundai Tiburon – ¡Tiburón! ¡Tiburón!

When Alfonso shows me a video of a great white

attacking a harbor seal in the Humboldt Bay entrance

fifty yards from our favorite surf spot 

our eyes lock and we, without a word

understand each other completely.
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A blue blanket on a brown horse with a blond mane

standing alone in the rain, she lowers

her face to the ground as I drive by

Radiohead on the radio, “arrest this man

he talks in maths, he buzzes like a fridge”

remember Mabry handing me an apple from the fridge

to feed Peeshee. Storm clouds are huge barges

with nowhere to dock so they continue south

their cargoes (my car goes south too)

full of every type of rain: a drizzle that builds 

sidewinding sheets blackening streets

a cosmic garden-hose cranked up too fast

snaking around until achieving balance

then pouring steadily against your windshield

wipers can't keep up, a blur like the beginning

of a dream sequence in an old movie 

the kind that sneaks up from behind, and the kind 

that comes straight at you like that big idea you had once

it had been building for awhile but seems in retrospect

like it hit all at once, an instantaneous realization 

of a connection between 2 seemingly disparate things

a connection which was already there 

a moon or planet before being discovered. 

You go back to it now and then

not because it ever amounted to anything tangible

but because it makes you feel like you belong somewhere

anywhere, even here.
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Between 2 telephone poles a wire's shallow parabola's

a perfect perch for starlings with perfect pitch, one

by one, then all at once they fall

toward the bay's still surface, turn and skim north

the whole mirrored flock juking invisible obstacles.

Obstacles seen in last night's dream, I'm sitting on a couch

when an earthquake hits, the house a boat sliding down

E Street turned into the Eel River. All morning

a genie's gold-rimmed bottle filling with words

removed from their original context, they're free now

and so are you, but not to choose

not a wish fulfilled, let alone three.

From a thin blackberry bramble with 3 pieces of dry 

withered fruit, a ruby-throated hummingbird vanishes

then Doreen sends me a picture of a baby cut-throat

caught in an estuary, a little silver glimmer

of hope for one tributary of the Eel River.

As the day slips away there's less and less to say

syntactical structures unspooling in the cool evening

Christmas lights strung from eaves, along long fences

around windows, creating a tepid beauty, a mild anesthetic

naturally occurring in saliva

– it's why we instinctively rub it on an open wound. 

Remember Christ smearing

a bit of his own spit into a blind man's eyes

that night a blind man sees a clear sky

more entrancing than a whole city of colored lights.
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An Elgonyi woman spits into her palms

and holds them up toward the rising sun

because spittle contains the personal mungu

a force that cures, conjures and sustains life.

Due to micro vibrations, headlights in my rearview

are spinning loops, bright white Hula hoops

a tribal dance involving revolving circles of fire.

Ring of Fire is a chain of volcanoes around the basin

of the Pacific Ocean, a Johnny Cash song 

with French horns, and a quality surf flick

– Aussies vanishing in glowing tubes, getting spit out

into holy light. Phantom sunglasses

I took them off an hour ago but still feel them

on top of my head, lenses staring up into a dim

widening nimbus, the whole sky an upside-down

grey whale raining from its blowhole.

To describe, as you're moving, something in motion

emotionally, to distill it like that, at the still point

of the turning – a Van Gogh still-life burning yellow 

in your mind, full-blown sunflowers frozen in perpetual 

bloom in mid December, the actual field desiccated

tall stalks buckled at the knees, rusted crowns

ashen-black faces torn and shriveled – you have to live

inside a paradox. One of your two clocks isn't broken

they move at different rates, like these cars on Wabash 

in Eureka, where a redwood forest once breathed, electric

green light on a wet black street at night.
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Resurface – you mean replace the tiles with a granite 

counter top, or simply erase the chalkboard? 

Erase it from your mind – an impossibility

tabula rasa, the mind never quite clean

a palimpsest persists like a stubborn little knot

impossible to imagine not being attacked by a shark.

Resurface – a marine mammal, for example

or a conversation topic, that's what this stuttering 

is mainly about, trying to figure out, while the tap 

water goes from cold to cool to tepid to hot, if this topic

orbiting about us can identify itself once and for all.

Take the top off the topic like a counter top

the words are counters – but this line of thinking

won't make anything clearer, in fact it twists

the line into a double slip knot – perfect 

for anchoring a leash to a board, to stay afloat

on an ocean of language. I see it from here

a grey-blue sea roiling with 15 foot northwest swells 

and 8 foot south swells combining, wedging, hurling

whelp and kelp, Kraken's tail cracking waves.

I don't paddle out when it's like this. Elsewhere

a tall word topples over and breaks, trying to clean up

the letters I cut an index finger, one swift line of blood.

Affixed to the back of a vacant motel facing a dingy alley

it doesn't seem to have a purpose, coming from a single 

naked bulb, a sapphire blue light spilling down 

a pale yellow wall into a small dark puddle.
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And he smiles when he feels like crying on and on...

it doesn't squeak if it rains hard enough, the wipers I mean

listening to a love song from the 70s Mom used to sing

along to in a little brown Mustang, the pangs

of childhood's disappointments no longer a disturbance

after a heavy rain, cloud contours like blown-up

close-ups of ancient Greek statues, surely something

worthy of worship, a lovely violet light-beam

materializing between the right lens

of my sunglasses and a blue-white hole in a grey sky.

Of course it vanished before I finished composing

the last line, which is why a poem isn't much different

from a photograph in a sense. Innocence

Blake's songs if a winged thing would sing to me 

in a little brown Mustang coming home 

from soccer, were we Angels or Cobras? I love you 

like the little bird/ That picks up crumbs around the door.

Jittery pink feet thru this narrow chink in my cavern 

where an adjective of scale fails to alter the infinite

hidden everywhere in plain sight, imprisoned 

in forms transforming at enormously different rates

a blue plate of crumbs on a walnut desk that belonged 

to my grandfather, a black and yellow caterpillar

on the edge of a rain gutter reaching for a tendril

memory's discontinuous time-line slips thru a needle's 

eye and slides thru a cavernous barrel at Cyclops

once before you die.
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There isn't anything particularly scary about it, about you

especially now that the sun is out, having nudged aside

a grey cloud with its bright golden-white snout

a golden retriever smiling at me from the blanketed bed 

of a red pickup – she's not afraid of you either

and surely she senses you inside me. Now's the time

when everything begins to open and reveal itself

a landscape strewn with naked trees etched into pale blue 

tinged with silver, alive, a space multiplied

by the time it takes to continually arrive

– there was never more incipience than there is now

never more expansion, never more access, quoth the raven. 

Both of us are driving this black Focus looking for a splash

or just a drop of color for contrast, to stand out against the past

a blackboard with the words blackbody radiation chalked

in a spidery hand. A daddy-longlegs on the orange roll-up door 

of a storage unit in which you keep all your memories 

until you realize the past, like the future

has no content, the unit is vacant 

because you've been operating under a false premise 

all this time. The past doesn't randomly infiltrate the continuum

it's continually created by it, like you and me

the mind as luminous as the sun in sunyata, emptiness.

So we roll on, past telephone poles, what's left 

of a redwood grove, mango and salmon splash of twilight 

mirrored on Humboldt Bay, the tide ebbing

our speed increasing, ceaselessly into the present.
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My black Focus passing a pasture in shadow

an adolescent black and white spotted cow trotting 

in zig-zags does two donkey kicks, then 

stands still again, anticipating the night

when that old Christian farmer will see a blue light shaped

like a man with six limbs, convert to Hinduism

and declare the cow a sacred animal, saving her

future daughters from the slaughterhouse.

It's only futile in a practical sense

this practice of active waiting, passive searching

whether or not the next word comes to mean something 

it's never meant before, you can still make sense of it

lying there amongst twisted lengths of muddy plastic

a crumpled blue Pepsi cup on a curb above a rain gutter

a California gull gliding north between two phone lines

and further up, a bright contrail like a white zipper

on a sky-blue blazer unzipping. Of course it doesn't fit

the blazer I mean, the simile is all wrong, a zipper

on a blazer is absurd, but absurdity is what you mean

what you've been calling for all this time.

The words are vestments. It's not like the woman 

in a yellow sweater and velvet red pants looking for her car

which turns out, ironically enough, to be a nondescript 

drab grey, it's not like she asked to be here after the fact. 

The words are vestiges, everything they say, the old man sighs 

is already past. Were the traffic lights described as aqueous 

because you had tears in your eyes?
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One drops one another one picks up.

Very little mind is paid to it, a triangular green space

behind a chain-link fence between a freeway and a parking lot

back and forth from cotoneaster to cotoneaster

a winter feast, a primal need in the wing-speed of robins

feeding on small round red berries.

I wish I could stay here, where the poem seems 

to belong, but I'm on the clock and it's starting to melt.

If I could only show you how blue the clock is

the bay I mean, if that's all it took

and keep unmentionable each invisible toxin, every dark spell

I'd drown my book, but it's too late now, the glassy surface

already riffled, at the wave of a wand the arctic north wind

is back on, enlivening trash blossoms strung from brambles 

like mock ornaments, one tears free and flies south

advertising a reality no one with automotive eyes chooses 

to see, a homeless camp beyond the train tracks

forearm tracks, a pain precisely placed

everywhere and nowhere, anxiety anxious to express itself

in the general dis-ease, the whole human mess

don't we turn to poetry to get away from all this?

The warp as important as the weft, a roof rises into a sky

that seems unbounded until a graphite-colored piece of it

bursts open and falls in sheets blanketing E street.

The nimbus passes quickly, another winter-blue window 

overhead, the street dry except for the puddle at your feet

reflecting a face that doesn't belong to you.
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Until you realize it never existed, a time not

weighed down with wastage, a space not claimed

and walled in, a paranoid monument to intolerance

internalized – try to admire the technical virtuosity

of a Pomo basket without imagining individual histories

woven with atrocities, something in your stomach 

the acids can't neutralize. Trees without roots or branches

2 telephone poles, between them a pair of undesirable shoes 

lynched from a wire above thistle and fire-weed

you know where all this is leading.

Whatever was going on up ahead has always already passed

the landscape moving thru you reflects it all

for a split second, not a memory or a premonition

but the present moment unclenched.

Whatever you were looking for dissolves

in its surroundings, egrets floating in a flooded pasture

bright white curves alive with vivid eyes.

They're interchangeable, the 10,000 things

a coastal range of mixed conifers, for instance

property of Green Diamond (think baseball, a basket catch)

these 10,000 trees I see every day – a corporate farm 

with green commodity crops, or a forest of living beings

– the contradiction inhabits me, not them.

In afternoon winter light a blend of maroon and puce

stripped bare, long thin willow twigs and branches

strong enough to be harvested for wands, for weaving

to hold and carry knowledge from basket to basket.
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It's always the same, whatever comes

into focus – a purple blanket draped around a white-faced

black horse grazing in light rain, my black Focus 

veering east – fades from view long before 

I'm able to formulate a single descriptive phrase

let alone a complete thought. Perception always

posterior to what it perceives, a description of a perception

lags, trying to drag a memory into the future

without traversing the space between

a space transforming as it's being filled in

by all kinds of actual/imaginary beings – cars, starlings

poles, gulls, eidolons, lines and signs turning

– all the while you're trying to ignore the panoramic barrage 

of incoming stimuli in real time. It's about

as easy as plein air painting in a hot air balloon

in gale force winds, a chaotic flock of geese approaching.

An elderly woman named Sky walks past me with a lazy 

sway and an easy sigh. I don't know why we bother 

writing and reading to each other like this

unless the correspondence corresponds 

to the disciplined repetition of daily life

making it legible, comprehensible from a safe distance

including us in the business of death, both of us

on the back of a white-faced black horse 

galloping into a dim glow. Whatever happens

I think it'll all have been worth while

but what do I know.  
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Whether the tale hides 

in a bunker under an impenetrable syntax

or unfolds out in the open with the soothing clarity

of referential transparency – a squeaky porch swing

on the creaky porch of a 125-year-old Victorian house

pale peach paint peeling off all over, a big nimbus shroud

louring above it, a faint curl of fog, a figment seeming 

to disappear into the corroded chimney's aperture

but you can't be sure – when the omniscient narrator

claims a ghost lives in the guest room closet

you know it's not true. It lives in your mind

with all the other words, their only safe haven after they slip

out of their flesh. An awkward combination of fear

and arousal arising, whenever I drive past this house

I picture you on your knees in the livingroom

playing with your little black dog who suddenly

runs off and starts barking up the staircase at nothing.

If each cliché is a piece of dead poetry

if every love story is a ghost story

the words make you feel something other

than the texture of your own skin, your own senses.

Inspirited, ice-blue eyes imbued with something 

unnamable (the temporary dignity of a mind seamlessly 

blending into a consciously uncontained universe) 

I'm coming for you, calling your name

that marks the threshold of an abyss, the corroded 

chimney's aperture the event horizon of a black hole.   
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Picture the moment of conception in a car

the mind conceived as a container

a jar in Tennessee, for instance, of whiskey

or water soaking cut chrysanthemum stems.

Place it on a table in a livingroom

10,000 rooms in the mind, each connected to each

but you'll never find the portal between, say, room 8

and room 1564, the year Shakespeare's born.

When I'm 8 I run around on a paved playground

with Terrence Quarrels, the only black kid at R.D. White

Elementary School in Glendale, California. My brother's

conceived in a Volkswagen bus in the fall of 1968

a soft October night 6 months after the assassination.

Only one of the 10,000 rooms contains my coffin

but I won't know which one until I'm in it.

My black Focus passing an off-white hearse

you're curious whether it's empty or not, of course 

I notice the Volkswagen bus in the parking lot behind

the Community Center on Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.

A burly white security guard in front of a Safeway

says to a tall young black man on a very small bicycle

“we don't want your kind here.”

Most of the mind's rooms remain unknown

an irrational fear breeding an ignorance that flourishes.

Outside all these walls, neighborhoods, state lines

it's true, the mind is unbounded by a blue atmosphere

mirrored on a walled sea, the shadows beneath resolving.
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Removing the gauze from winter's wounds

the sky is all bruised again, my black Focus moving south 

beneath the elephant-grey mouth of a storm cloud.

It's all so dramatic, whether or not the weather

comes to foreshadow the end of the poem

a whole lifetime of poems coming into focus 

somewhere in the infinitely curved distance inside

which corresponds so intimately with the scenery

outside – wax myrtles beside the bay at low tide

giving way to rusty rails and reeds, a muddy slough

under a concrete bridge spraypainted with blue words 

there isn't time to read – you can't distinguish between them. 

If all words fuse into one, which one will you choose?

God is as good a word as any, I suppose

but I'd choose the word open, as in

temporality is finite but ecstatically open

a disheveled man with a barely-shut suitcase cruising

drunkenly away from a shopping cart with a broken wheel.

Hopes for a better assignment, a less painful appointment

disappointed week after week, faded with the fall

now I'm passing the Bayshore Mall with its endless

iterations of new products always the same

the inverse of Berryman's Dream Songs.

There goes the guy who sells cherry snow cones

here comes a white horse with a brown patch before 

a brown horse with a white patch, call them Yin

and Yang, or Henry and Mr. Bones.
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The words won't resolve themselves without it

a bridge between nowhere and nowhere

backlit now in a violet lightning flash

this is where you come in, it's your cue.

Next time it'll be something else, not as magnificent maybe

but just as important, a catchy flute and fiddle tune 

on the radio, or the sound of a thought so quiet

the first raindrop on the windshield erases it

or was it a feeling, dormant beneath a winter field

something inside a seed which, if you feel it

from a certain distance, will heal you. 

Being too concerned with the distance, my measurements

are usually off – worried the bridge is unsturdy

not wide enough or long enough, I miss the point

but what, you'll be too polite to ask, is the point?

If I knew I'd certainly tell you, then I wouldn't have to 

write anything down, but it's too late now

I missed my last cue, and there goes another one

a blue-white sun lagging behind a ragged cloud

its grey rain-filled belly sagging, which reminds me

Jill is 8 months pregnant and still working

I just said hello to her husband, is it Jack? 

Ah, more rain, but the hill it falls on is fallow

the seed containing the emotion you need

wasn't planted this year. I know it wasn't your intention

but you've done it now, discovered the precise point 

at which the whole thing carries on without you.
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Not quite the way litter collects in alleys, gullies

gutters and culverts, I collect letters

arrange them into words and place them in a particular order

tho it may seem a little loose, even arbitrary at times.

I send these letters to you. I assume you read them

judging by the letters I receive from you

but there's no way to know for sure who's writing 

who's reading, so put on your red shoes and dance the blues

under the moonlight, the serious moonlight 

Bowie steals the show on the radio, my black

Focus ascending a hill clothed in firs, spruces and one slick

androgynous cypress overlooking the dusky Eel River valley

a crooked checkerboard of soggy pastures speckled 

with foggy cattle beneath a pastel blue streak above the sea.

Press the black button with the red 2 on it

“while licking the inner thighs of your illness”

no, that can't be what he said, forgive me, it was an ad

for some medical procedure you might be interested in now

as a waxing gibbous moon appears, glass spiders of light

in my rearview, now it's shaped like a rugby ball

tossed and spinning up there over all this scrambling

activity down here, sometimes brutal

sometimes beautiful, a faint spectrum forming 

and vanishing around the top of the lopsided orb.

An endless game of hide-and-seek – Selene won't stay

her welcome white satellite sleek, serene, sensuous

less serious than playful.
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You don't want it to go, your moment

above ground, a warm yellow glow thru the passenger-

side window of a black Focus approaching Humboldt Hill

about to pass under the overpass where it happened

at 4 this morning, a pedestrian hit by a semi truck

and a few other cars, it took 4 hours to clean up.

It's 4 in the evening now and I wouldn't know anything

if I hadn't just heard it on the radio, Cindi Lauper's 

voice in my head, “until it ends

there is no end...” no time for a final wish

for the impact to catapult you into a fantasy

flying over Paris, Tanzania, Neptune thru the universe.

Crossing the bridge, bottom browns churned up 

under light-grey light, in late January the taupe-colored Eel

River is full – you're looking for a place in the mind

that's empty, you think you find it inside the o

in the word host, but the mind is unenclosed, unlike 

those Jersey heifers standing in that saturated pasture.

Doreen says they look like deer – you do 

look like a doe don't you, my dear – she lifts her nose 

but doesn't moo. The sun in my rearview is tangerine

the color of Doreen's fireplace last night, flaring 

embers that tempt and consume your stare.

When my mortality talks to me in my car

it's comforting – the voice, unlike mine

is self-assured, maternal, firm but sweet

I call her Clementine.
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A craft maker is curious, cogent, vexed

I'm at the wheel again, throwing a pot

against a wall in my mind – no, you're throwing a shuttle

what looms at the end of a dark corridor inhabits you.

The maker in the made, no separation

body and sole proprietor of a paradox

what you give away you keep forever

this uranium glaze pot, for instance, blazing blue 

in mid winter, now step outside to a ruckus in a hedge

an urgency in orange breasts, the manic robins

don't panic, black-winged and yellow-beaked

filling and unfilling a tall red alder tree.

Between branches small black eyes stare into a sky 

whose color I want to compare to a robin's egg

but it's closer to the blue of that recycling bin. 

The way the tin-blue bay brightly mirrors a clear sky 

reminds you of that uranium glaze pot – yes

it's still radioactive, like the rest of the past

– go ahead, touch it, this isn't a museum

you can hold the words, even taste them.

There's never been any general agreement on what it means

what it is, poetry I mean, always defined as some kind of chimera

not painting, not sculpture, but something in between.

Why fight the combine of a heart

or the whole being reconstituted from it – 

writing, dancing, the way your feet repeat certain patterns

for a very good reason, joy. 
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If you're waiting for the page to jump

up and down, for a word to assert itself

I don't know what to tell you – the stage is empty

the red velvet curtain drawn, the whole auditorium dim

vacant, mute – I'm walking behind the last row

of upturned seats when a disembodied voice says

“I'm preconceived” and I wake.

The dream itself is preconceived

no distractions, no friction, it moves faster

than thought. When you wake

in a dream the whole dreamscape is already prepared.

It's no different from waking life, my black Focus passing

a pointy white church, calla lilies beside a birch tree

now a southern magnolia in front of a quaint yellow house

a MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN flag on the porch.

What do they find behind those tall white church doors

(old southern plantation doors) a master fantasy

one answer to all mysteries, the holy of holies?

In the beginning the word was porous

holes in volcanic rocks, holes in black flesh. 

An iridescent blue and pink parrot fish scraping

a branchlet of cauliflower coral with its bright white teeth

a piecemeal wholeness is enough, along with the optimistic

proposition that there's nowhere where God isn't – a prison cell

a sickle cell, the eyes of a ghost shrimp in a plastic jug 

of carbonic acid, the panoramic lens of a submarine drone 

surveilling a thousand miles of dead coral.
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If I could return to the dream and part

the red velvet curtain I'd see the back of my head 

behind the last row of upturned seats facing an empty stage

the red velvet curtain drawn, I'd remain in limbo.

In a Safeway, arms akimbo between the hair products

and the magazine stands, stands a young woman 

whose shirt says MAKE IT ORIGINAL.

The fact that something utterly unique would be completely 

incomprehensible doesn't let you off the hook

like an old telephone. Ours was black

I'd call the time lady when the clock stopped

she'd enunciate perfectly, “at the tone

Pacific Standard Time will be two thirty-five exactly.”

Between a liquor store and a pink VACANCY sign

on a green motel, my black Focus passes a flowering dogwood. 

Aren't you just as likely to find it in the grass

(3 daffodils in bloom so it must be midwinter spring

a cedar waxwing on a wet alder branch)

the time, I mean

while a big pickup full of landscaping 

equipment – mowers, weed-whackers, rakes

shovels, shears – turns left and disappears. 

When I re-enter the dream again and part the red 

velvet curtain, I see a little boy with a black phone 

held up to his ear, I hear the voice from the other side

“at the tone Pacific Standard Time will be two 

thirty-five and ten seconds.”
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An elderly white woman from the panhandle recalls

the dirt storms of the Dust Bowl

“to be dirt poor meant you were dirt rich

the dirt was everywhere, but it warn't like dirt

dust or sand, it was like face powder

only it was black.” Picture the picture of Ralph 

Northam, the white governor of Virginia, in blackface.

My ancestors on my mother's side lived in Virginia

with their slaves. “From all the static 

electricity our watermelons turned black. 

Starving jackrabbits came down from the hills by the thousands

men and boys penned them in and beat them to death

with billy clubs – rabbits screamed and squealed

like human babies.” Every day at 2:35

in Ramone's Café a Native American man with a black

ponytail stares at his laptop, his face dignified and kind

3 black streaks painted horizontally across each cheek.

Remember the Native woman with 3 vertical black streaks 

on her chin. I want to ask him what the 3 streaks signify

but Simon Ortiz is reciting a poem in my head

“Sometimes It's Better to Laugh 'Honest Injun'”

about an annoying white man with a weak face.

Picture Trump removing a portrait of Martin Luther King, Jr.

replacing it with a portrait of Andrew Jackson. 

Lincoln was replaced by Andrew Johnson. 

I return to my black Ford Focus picturing the portrait 

of Henry Ford on the wall above Hitler's desk. 
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The sign says POWER  ITNESS

it sounds like a serious ontological concept

but it's just a gym that's gone out of business.

Pretty typical for these parts, signs with missing letters

mouths with missing teeth. I was born here

in Eureka, California, originally Wiyot country. 

We ought to return to those days, we would 

if the poem was a time-machine, but it's not

it's a dead letter in a closet full of dead letters

in the back of a beautiful old red-brick Post Office.

One of the letters mentions a great, great grandmother 

born in 1770, died in 1847, 3 months before James Marshall's 

Eureka moment, a shimmering nugget in the gravel at Sutter's Mill. 

You picked a good time to die, Gouchk, but we still miss

your soulful hands that taught so many of us

younger hands to weave so many baskets.

My black Focus swerves around a family of quails

with yodeling sounds they race back to the thicket.

Because the quail's call sounds like your mother lives

but Mother is dead, the Wiyot word for quail is 

one who talks about dead people.

The Wiyot language, Soulátluk (literally your jaw)

died in 1962 with Della Prince, the last native speaker.

He thought, I am not known.

My hand, sharp pains shoot thru it.

Do you not pity her?

She does not want...to be/to see...us. 
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Cloud shadows on a wrinkled grey-green bay

picture the hands of a grandmother

smoothing the creases in a bed-sheet

no wrinkles on her hands, no hands

only a metaphor, a pause in the wind.

By the time the surface is placid again 

we're already beyond the bay high above 

a grey-blue sea, cumulus bodies melting into 

and out of each other like slow-motion lovers

their shadow on the ocean a slightly dulled sapphire.

From this far up the sunlit surface no longer resembles

water, hou'l in Wiyot

it resembles parchment someone wrote on 

with ochre and indigo pigments thousands of years ago.

It's been written on countless times since

it's being written on now, but the palimpsest is so thick

with so many different languages you can't decipher

a single mark as it morphs into a blue arc turning

a page, turning a plane into turbulence.

The word soul, from the Gothic saiwala

an empty Odwalla bottle on a sidewalk staring at me 

in my black Focus, to be jet-lagged is to be modern

holding on, holding everything in while being pulled apart.

This art, it's not woven it's warp-knit 

into the fabric of your life, only you're not the one 

designing it, you're part of the horizontal motion

the deft selvage, the openended weft.
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Strong north wind, sunlight traverses a dancing

wire my black Focus passes under.

The words are liminal, from the limb

of a redwood to the top of a granite boulder

a red-shouldered hawk, when she lands on it

the rock changes, becoming suddenly more visible.

When you remember a detail in a dream, a clear

plastic raft in a river, the whole dreamscape begins

to reveal itself again – brownish-blue water

2 naked boys on a muddy bank

me in the river with all my clothes on

you're slapping the water, urging me to snap out of it

you brought me a raft, but I'm drowning on the inside. 

The words don't know the difference

between a dream and waking life – a downpour

I'm driving in wet clothes, what was acres of green 

grass is now brown water growing, the Eel River 

at flood stage – the page I'm writing on is wet.

You wouldn't be here without it

this invisible mesh that links everything together 

whether you believe in it or not, even your doubt is here

struggling against what it can't perceive

except thru a dream's glass darkly.

A rhetorical device, a life-saving device and a toy

when I realize I don't need the raft I place it

on the bank for the boys to play with

one of them thanking me as I wake.
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Inclement weather

I thought it was a technical term for a storm

but it comes from clemency, mercy

it means the weather is merciless

a vengeful spirit that doesn't need words to make its point.

It's disorienting

seeing a car reflected in a storefront window before 

realizing you're driving it – there goes my black

Focus past a bistro, a row of beasts.

One of them is oblivious

to the concept of irony, a Ford F150 with 2 bumper 

stickers on its tailgate, STOP GLOBAL WARMING

and LOVE YOUR MOTHER beside a blue 

circle depicting planet Earth. 

Complicity, hypocrisy, I can't claim any exemption

because the poem is just another BUMPAH STICKAH

only the vehicle that advertises it – traversing left to right 

back and forth thru northern coastal towns 

down lanes and lines, around a downed powerline once

– this vehicle is imaginary. Walking up a steep mountain

I see my car up ahead, the 2 left wheels

firmly on dirt, the 2 right wheels hanging

off the cliff when I wake.

To wonder who's driving the dream

is to wonder who's driving everything else, all 

those spherical wheels spinning, tilting, revolving, falling

in orbit. 
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Planted in a square hole in a sidewalk

a willow with a bowl cut, I'm trying

to formulate a more flexible, kinetic definition

when a robin disappears into it.

A more flexible, kinetic definition of what

you're probably wondering. Well, that's the rub

what defies categorization – it's salient 

in the 9 parts of speech but transcends them 

each and all. Unnamable, ineffable, no

any name will do, but do what exactly

provide a place-holder for that which has no location

because it's located everywhere?

Yes, provided you feel yourself moving thru it

at the same rate it moves thru you

and don't get too discouraged by the trains

one on each side of you, rolling forward simultaneously

convincing you you're rolling backward.

The train on your left corresponds to the pain

in your right shoulder, the train on your right

corresponds to the pain in your left ankle.

A coherent, symmetrical feeling absorbs and diffuses me

almost sparking it, an experience of nonduality

being dissolved into a landscape as its beauty (the trains

have been replaced by poplars beside a clear stream)

nearly fills me, but not quite, something always stymies it

anything, even the initial catalyst that sent me down 

the path toward oneness.
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Strewn along a double yellow line for 2 blocks

chunks and wedges of white, is it styrofoam or snow? 

The words don't know

whether those birds on that wire, high-pitched starlings

are complaining about the rain or celebrating it.

A celebration of the increase in consciousness

that accompanies maturation belies a biting critique of

not anything specific but the whole wretched system

the rot for which all of us are, to varying degrees

responsible. Looking at things egocentrically

while collectively cooking the planet, the human

capacity for self-deception is, like the universe

unbounded. This little piece of it sounds

like a phoebe on top of a broken surveillance monitor

cheep, cheep, cheep. In time 

this too will come to mean something deeper

than the simple hole that runs from one thing

to every other, from styrofoam to surveillance

something longer than the thread you keep snipping.

Meanwhile my black Focus dips and crests 

a black horse walking on brown water west

under heaven's shark-grey dome toward a thin

strip of clear sky above the coast, I'm almost home

crepuscular light melded on the bay reminding me

of the muscular woman on the beach today

running in the sun with her chocolate lab, Phoebe

who kept racing off, not listening, after seagulls.
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3 rows of 3, 9 faux windows covered 

with pristine images of clean sunlit redwood trees

outside the windows a bed covered with redwood bark

to keep down the weeds – speaking of weed

this building is a cannabis dispensary planted 

in what was, for 20 million years or so, a real redwood forest. 

People come here for various reasons, mostly 

because their dopamine systems are dysfunctional.

Inside the adjacent building nurses provide dialysis

people go there for one reason, their dysfunctional kidneys.

Out of hundreds of patients there's one 

who reads Emily Dickinson while a machine cleans 

her blood for 3 hours. For 6 hours every day I

drive around in a machine trying to clean my mind.

It's so easy to go away, and never leave

to dry your eyes on your sleeve because 

it's so hard to believe that the one whose blessing

you really need could fully accept, I mean love you

without understanding you, but do you really understand yourself?

Yes and no, I'm tired of this make-believe distance between us

overgrown with obstacles, locked doors, road blocks.

Instead of revealing a feeling you tell a joke

anxiety seeps out of me, a closet full of bong smoke.

Quick, it won't last long

above a fuzzy pink-tinged cotton-candy cloud

I've saved a clear space for you

it matches your eyes, forget-me-not blue. 
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Steady wind thru a broad eucalyptus

in bright light-blue sky, stay here

and stare at it for a while, who cares

if you're a few minutes late, this is important

I tell myself as my smart phone farts & buzzes.

Like this dark-grey parking block, it's hard sometimes

to be a person. Even the words 

that temporarily define you get in the way

even when you know exactly what to say

you've rehearsed it 10 times at least 

but nothing can prepare you for the changing 

circumstances of the moment as it ravels

and unravels like an ink-blue wave across a limestone reef

you missed it, and now you're out of position

for the next one. If I could only explain it to myself

I'd explain it to you – it's like a 4-dimensional geometry

that accounts for constant curvature 

and constant motion but remains squarely 

within a static, 2-dimensional frame.

No, it's the sound of the names

Euclid, Einstein, eucalyptus, limestone.

Sound is its own dimension, it's what you fall 

in love with, the timbre of her voice

the whispering rush of offshore wind, a dimensionless 

organism incarnated, holding up the face 

of a perfectly shaped wave as it curls and falls

rainbows of spray and mist swirling above the crest.
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The sound is hollow, small round pieces 

of air, all vowels, ovals being pulled in 2 

directions at once, so they hover and vibrate

gaping, shrinking and gaping again.

When you escape the cave of a wave

your little pocket of space-time expands in a flash 

back to its original size, you can breathe again.

A glassy hollow wave is a time-machine.

Just imagining being inside of one 

(while inside my black Focus rolling

north or south, I forget where I'm going

or what day it is) is potentially hazardous.

Good thing tunnel vision is temporary.

Now I can focus on looking thru this mirror 

like looking for happiness, it seems the same 

Hydra-headed obstacles recur in dreams

– I'm almost there, the sunlit surf spot empty, perfect

but I don't have my board, so I drive home.

The house is being remodeled, written

all over a livingroom wall everything I never knew 

how to say – beautifully, profoundly worded

I only need to copy it down before they paint over it. 

I approach the wall with pencil and paper, the text 

is blurry, almost but not quite legible. 

Forget it, I grab my board and return to the beach 

but it's crowded now, I wake to the hollow sound 

of wind whirling around my open window.
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Low lavender clouds turning the bay olive-green

this particular color will only last about 3 minutes.

Don't get me wrong, I don't believe writing it down

will make it last longer, as if a poem is a photograph

made of words, it's not – it's not a machine either

even a hand-held one loaded with an infinite 

number of images and symbols – it's much less

and much more than that. Colorful clothing 

to cover up the nakedness of something  

that won't stay still enough to let itself be defined

the lavender clouds have mostly dissipated

replaced by fullblown cumulonimbus

white and grey harmonizing above the bay

now a metallic blue tinged with teal. 

You can feel yourself changing at the same rate

the colors change, my black Focus passing a cluster 

of daffodils in the grass under an overpass

a homeless woman kneeling beside them.

If you like flowers and you often say odd things

you should try poetry, you've got nothing to lose.

Anything can stoke it, the desire that lives in the flesh

as old as the first life-form but always fresh

the desire that insinuates itself into the place of need

the need to believe in a god made of infinite love.

I know, it's becoming more and more difficult 

to believe in anything like mercy woven

alongside suffering, into the webbing of everything. 
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Orange with black letters, standing on 2

wooden legs in brackish brown water, the sign says

ENTER HERE. At the same time every day

I enter the same Safeway. Having repeated this 

4-word phrase thousands of times, the young customer 

service woman now pronounces it as a single word

stressing the first syllable, “havagooday.”

The phrase is meaningful but 

we almost never mean it when we say it.

Everyone knows where it goes, no one needs a sign

saying “enter conventional parting phrase here.”

Poetry's conventions are just as instinctive and pervasive. 

Even when I try to destroy one of them

I'm obeying another one.

If poetry says what it says by saying it

does it mean what it means by meaning it?

The question is boring, all high and dry

just when the poem needed some lubrication

down below. Thanks to a merciful spring window

the sun a blond bombshell in a blue-eyed sky

that brackish brown water is mostly dry.

Wide enough for a single mallard couple

the female's bill spooning the male's tail-feathers

he scoots thru the puddle, runs a few steps smacking mud

then lifts off quacking, she follows close behind, now

they're gliding side by side and I hit the brakes

my black Focus about to rear-end a silver Thunderbird.
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Trivia question: does karaoke mean

empty orchestra or frightened music?

Walking in sunlit rain on a beach I feel a swirling

amalgam of joy and sorrow, each tempering each.

Emotion is a beam of white light passing thru a prism

splitting into colors that bleed into each other

the pale blue sky above the horizon gradually morphing

into gas-flame blue beneath a cumulus cloud

a curvaceous slow-motion explosion glowing.

Words, too, systematically transform

wait, wheat, wet, wit, what, white.

What's that, hovering above a wet wheat-field

a white kite rapidly flapping in place, waiting

for the right moment to dive and strike.

You forgot wit. 

I used to have a monkey named Wit

he'd sit on my bookcase and talk to me sometimes.

The difference between a real animal and a stuffed one 

is a reminder that all experiences are nondual.

Right now an Asian man in his 60s is singing 

karaoke, The Eagles' “Desperado” – it may be rainin'

but there's a rainbow above you

you better ret somebody ruv you...

before it's tooooo rate. A few young people laugh

the rest of us are moved by his courage and sincerity.

I'm envious, I'd never sing in front of a single person

I inscribe these marks in a darkening silence.
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Beside a truck in their front yard a young 

woman on her knees tightening the front trucks

of her skateboard, a goat approaches the space between

2 wooden fence boards, hoping for a treat

something to spice up the monotony of the weeds

she's been eating all morning, but the young woman's wrench

is inedible. She'll eat anything else, thistle, skunk 

cabbage, stinging nettle, you name it.

The goat reminds me of Gretel

Tom Crawford's goat who once ate a book of poems.

My black Focus passing a large pasture graced

here and there by the presence of horses, some dark 

chocolate brown, one the brown of a redwood tree

all grazing on green grass, freshly ripe a week

into spring, I remember James Wright's 

“In Memory of the Horse David, Who Ate One of My Poems”

just the title at the top, the rest of the page blank.

I'd be honored, says one of my poems

this one in fact, to be eaten by a beautiful creature.

I'm pretty much the only one who consumes these poems

which is fine, I'm not complaining

but if you taste one or two of these words

if you bite into a line, this one for instance

a soft sourdough bun with tiny slivers of dill in it

a handful of dried mango (dried pieces of twilight)

and dark-roasted coffee with cream and honey, I promise

you won't be disappointed.
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Words are mirrors – they seek

but never find the meaning in what they reflect

and they reflect everything – traffic lights

a Wiyot elder in a red Fiat, a handsome Jew

in a blue Subaru, a rock dove hovering above

a roof, wings spread, tail feathers fanned 

(picture a hand of playing cards splayed)

a front yard with azaleas and deer-bitten mint

a black kitten running across a street

aqueous heat waves from a thermal vent

at the bottom of the sea where the first life-forms

hatched and floated, having no ambition

but to continue hatching and floating

an attachment to existence steeped in repetition

deeper than the need to continually begin

which has no beginning, grounded like the wire

of a thought, groundless, desire announcing

its perpetual arrival with a sound which

tho you can hear it, is soundless. I switch

from first to second person in front of a mirror

the final obstacle the words can't penetrate.

Behind the mirror a dungeon inhabited by one

I speak to the blackness, the blackness 

doesn't hear me shaken awake by fear. 

My black Focus parked behind a dune at dawn

a waning gibbous moon reflected on the sea

I disappear beneath an ink-blue mirror.
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Long purple hair, wearing all black smoking

white dragonfruit-flavored vape juice, Natasha

waves at me in my black Focus. The waves

are blown out today – the whole smoky grey sky

sliding south, it's all coming from the mouth

of a black smokestack on the peninsula.

The plant doesn't burn witch

elm or hazel, it burns fir and redwood. 

A witch has been known to weep

at the sight of her own child. The only time 

Natasha's 10-year-old daughter isn't in pain

is when she's racing her bicycle – you should see

her little face, fiercely determined to escape the pain

she rarely loses a race. The pain is hereditary

a heretic someone who's able to choose.

Which word comes next – a gene switches on

inside a cell, a man named Gene goes to jail

for money-laundering, a white man, a white-collar crime

a light switches off inside a cell, it's time

for Gene to curse his wife in the dark.

He calls her a witch for whistle-blowing

but a witch doesn't blow a whistle

she blows smoky grey and lavender storm clouds

across the sky making it rain sideways for days

activating some god-like mechanism in the sod.

When she says primrose, rosemary, marigold, goldenrod

it stops raining and the sun blossoms.
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I like it like it

is – above my black Focus a blaze

of sunlight between white piles of clouds while 

a soulful old black man on the stereo plays piano

– but nothing stays, a formless breeze whiffling

the ash trees beside the creek, a riffle of whitewater

where a dead axle with a rusted red wheel 

is wedged in the creek-bed. An electronic

message board above the freeway says

ONE TEXT OR CALL COULD WRECK IT ALL.

Rhyme is a pleasant mnemonic

a tonic for the low-grade dissatisfaction

that afflicts us all, but however well you remember

a magic spell, however long you remember

a favorite song, entropy will wreck it all eventually.

Now I'm passing a black heifer scratching 

her head against a horizontal cottonwood

felled during the last flood.

Tell them how love fled, no, tell them 

to love time, whatever it turns out to be

in having been in the time being, an eternal present

to open over and over, the suspense never dims.

This time it's a dark-skinned, dark-scarred woman

near the border, 5 kids in tow, from window

to driver's side window she silently pleads.

When you cross over, tell them how she hid

her thoughts amid a crowd of cars.
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Widen the angle but bridle the movement

a centaur, half man/half car

my look devours field after field

a solitary mare watching a herd of cars pass.

I'm not ashamed to say it, the soul

flies out from the eyes, pins itself to a buzzard

scything high above a grassy slope between stands 

of spruces. It refuses to land, flaunts its refusal.

When another human being looks into my eyes 

it returns immediately

to the blackness inside the skull

curling into a ball that takes up no space.

Looking back, there's no trace of my passage

no tire-marks. I park my black Focus and close my eyes.

The blackness covered with countless colored flecks

like a Hubble image out of focus, projected against 

the insides of my lids fused into one view, a cyclops.

The one who locked me in this tomb

tell them Nobody did this to you, he said

but I heard his men call him Odysseus.

Because it's no kind of container, the mind 

neither full nor empty, abiding nowhere

because it's unbounded, its form formless

its ground fallen thru a hole, a soul curls

into a fetal ball with no dimensions, no sound

only a meager glow like a bioluminescent squid

a thousand leagues below.
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Forward motion magnifies the landscape up 

ahead while objects in the periphery blur.

Optical concessions in my cone of vision

orange cones on a curb, a brown and white cow

scratches her right ear against a wide sky-blue bucket.

Emergence is the mode in which thresholds arise and 

vanish, stretching the invisible mesh from traffic light 

to starlight launched into a gap the words bridge.

Well, they're supposed to anyway

but so often it turns out the bridge separates

what it was meant to connect – you and I

seeing each other from opposite sides of the page

a white door sinking to the sea-floor, a base for growing. 

Cloud blooms glowing above my black Focus 

a translucent snail-fish with a pliable skeleton 

recently discovered 4 miles deep, the steeple and spire 

of Notre Dame cathedral caught on fire today.

I'm thinking of a young Yurok woman with a fused 

disc in her spine – sometimes her whole being 

fills with pain, but she'll never make the news.

Another disc, a green frisbee on black pavement

a crow on a wire preening himself against a panoply

of wet green leaves, poetry is a mug's game

– 27 lines, 9 times 3 frames per second, each frame 

facing north, east, west, south – choose your story

a prince, a toad, or beam me up Scotty

the road is everywhere or stop this body.
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2 contrails crossed, a white X in a blue sky

above the wind-chopped bay, let X equal

whatever happens today that makes you feel

alive before it fades away – the taste

of roasted zucchini and turkey chorizo

over rooftops a turkey vulture righting her left

wing in a strong gust, a lover's handwriting

blue ink on a pink Post-It, the heat

of sunlight on your neck as you're looking

thru the windshield of a black Focus

at the silver back of a street sign swinging

on dry hinges squealing, squeaking, reminding you 

of John Cage's Études, crazy random violin strains 

while suddenly Prince on the stereo screams “I 

just want your extra time and your...kiss.” 

This is an antidote to the tyranny of repetition

(today a day like any other) the dreadful 

normalcy of poverty, cruelty, narcissism, denial.

A priest doing social work in a Chicago ghetto 

for 10 years never completely loses faith, tho 

he knows now that God is more like nothing 

than any of our images, more like silence (Cage's 

ambient noise) than any of our organized sounds.

Two men on a bus stop bench are kissing in the sun.

If you listen to the words alfalfa, sassafras

Kickapoo Joy Juice they'll tell you this

is what you're missing.  
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Squirting cool spurts of water on the grass

between a dying passion vine and a flowering 

maple, its new buds infested with aphids

I can only get better at this, planting words

in rows, a low entropy state. English

ivy straitjacketing a butterfly bush, morning

glory strangling nasturtium, oxalis choking out

sweet William, outcompeting lithodora

wild onion taking over over there

and blackberry (spawn of Satan, Doreen calls it)

you don't have to reach for it, a shark-toothed bramble 

swims out and bites your forearm as you walk by.

If you leave the poem alone for too long

a word develops a mold, an invasive vine 

curls its tendrils around a line, the leaves 

of a stanza eaten away by slugs and snails

leaving behind a few glistening slime trails.

Here the ground is malnourished, in need of lime

guano, fish-guts, some plump pink earthworms

but there's nothing I can do about it now

on the road again, my dad in my head singing

the Willie Nelson song. Hanging down over a wall 

between the cemetery and the highway, rosemary 

for remembrance above a bed of forget-me-nots

little sky-blue feelings tangled up in thoughts

worm-eaten leaves of a book about the importance 

of cultivating your own garden.
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There's a connection (there always is 

isn't there) between this emotion seeping 

below the prescribed boundaries of words

and that wave in the harbor entrance rolling 

cresting, smashing itself against a jagged series

of stone slabs and boulders. As a mad 

herring gull lands on a bladder of kelp

you can't help but wonder how it all came about

the concentric accrual of days evening out 

around a life you always thought was your own

an early spring evening focusing itself

on the sea where a long diagonal shadow

north of the mesmerizing shimmer

foreshadows a starry night. The painting

appears and disappears without explaining

how a peaceful swirl conceals a maelstrom.

You survived the nightmare and now 

you're the rightful heir to a more consistent

more stable form of contentment, its contents 

no longer dependent upon a specific context 

with a certain set of images. This nonspecificity

bodes well for the entire project, believe it or not

since what can't be located can't be reduced.

It's infused in waves thru everything

an osprey on her perch, a bare fir branch

schools of surf perch, pools of stars

its energy transferred from neuron to pulsar.
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Merging presences every shift

a manual transmission, a handwritten text dictated

by a voice so quiet the slightest rattle of the dashboard

eclipses it, you're in sync with rising 

and falling RPMs, subconscious rhythms 

revving and idling in silence. 

That's where the sounds come from

if not the words themselves, like a radio transmission 

you can tune into only if the radio's turned off. 

Left hand on the wheel, right hand on the stick

you feel a clock ticking inside

but its numbers don't add up

the gauge needles pointing in different directions

your feet on the pedals like you're working a loom 

or a drum kit. There's room in the skull-pit

for more blue light, the whole sky will fit

if you jiggle it a little bit. Absorbing

bumps in the highway my black Focus

jiggles it just right. It's not too loose

and not too tight, this brand-new sky-blue 

T-shirt Doreen bought for me in Santa Cruz.

As the maroon sheen of a Fit accelerates past me

I pass under a Eurasian collared dove.

Picture the accelerating expansion of a universe

inside a skull-pit. You know, Doreen

the only thing that won't be contained in it

is love.
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The voice is clear: you can't stay here.

Here, among the living, or here, in the poem?

Both, this is only a temporary reprieve

a stay of execution, while your appeal is processed

delayed for as long as it takes the bad cells

to finish replicating. The poem

used to be an escape, an undiscovered island

in the Indian Ocean surrounded by perfect surf.

I'd sit by a beach-fire at night eating angel fish

and mangoes, but now the island is underwater

the poem forced to dog-paddle til it runs

out of breath. It's a death of the spirit

snuffing out the mungu, if you will

while your will is being written by someone

you never wanted to be, someone who fills 

with anxiety and dissociates from everyone.

But it happens less and less these days

now that my youthful ambitions have evaporated 

in the grey haze above the 7th Day Adventist

its white signboard assuring me that

GOD TAKES MAN SERIOUSLY.

Once upon a time that would've made me supercilious

now it makes me laugh, with an air of bemused 

detachment – no longer compelled to compete 

with anyone, especially myself, I mean 

the part of myself I still take seriously

I mean you.
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My black Focus entering Rainbow Self Storage

where I store a portion of myself behind an orange

roll-up door while you're composing this missive

to the piece of me that still lives

in a still-life, an oxymoron.

There's too much to account for

in the tension between stasis and motion:

a brown Palomino with a beige mane grazing

on a swath of green surrounded by wild mustard

fennel and vetch, an elderly woman stretching 

her left calf, 2 Jersey calves and a heifer

a young spruce's roots 5 feet off the ground

like octopus legs around a redwood stump.

“Trump's a douche bag,” says a tall white woman 

in a black cowboy hat to a small Latino man

a male blackbird walking in front of a female

his chest and shoulders puffed out

when she flies off he chases after her. 

I'm chasing words that don't go anywhere

they just shift automatically from one sense, tense

context to the next. You swallow the word pill

with a glass of water and believe, why wouldn't you

that you've taken a real pill, you're even convinced  

the water was cold and sweet. She's feeling better 

already, the teenager with long braids lying

on her side engrossed in a book in a garden gazebo

the sublime reading experience the effect of a placebo.
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The smell of small branch and leaf smoke turns

my head to the left where a white-haired man

in a large yard leans against a rake and stares

into a dark brushpile with silver billows and white

plumes on top. It's hard to imagine an older smell

my black Focus now a mile past the brushpile

the Pacific Ocean's thick blue glaze coming into view

the wind at my window redolent of seaweed

and shell-fish. Of course there are other scents

but I won't prevent you from choosing a pleasant 

rather than an unpleasant one, even if these olfactory 

inclusions don't amount to much more than triggers.

The smell of blossoming privet, tho I didn't know

its name at the time, triggers childhood memories

of my babysitter's backyard, unhappy ones

but somehow knowing the name of the shrub privet 

makes the memories pivot away from longing 

and unhappiness toward something else

I don't know what. I know my babysitter was bitter

she smelled bad and I wanted to be with my dad

who smelled good, like Irish Spring and Dentyne gum.

There go the pale purple blooms cascading down

the garden gazebo, wisteria – remember Freud 

diagnosing every other woman with hysteria.

It doesn't matter how my babysitter died. Despite 

the recent cancer in his heel, Dad's tilling the garden today

something about the feel of living soil.
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Always on time, the days consume their substance

leaving behind a few memory-traces, remnants

of words that correspond to something 

occurring now, a dusty blue Leaf blinking

its right boomerang-shaped tail-light.

If all the previous days form the contents

of today, then today is wider and deeper

than any day has ever been – it's fathomless

ecstatically open, and yet

today's vanishing faster than any day

has ever vanished, or so it seems. Except

for a thin swath of noiseless turquoise above

the coastal ridge, the sky is light-grey and white

high fog slowly lowering its curtain of mist

but you can still see a silver plane soaring south

now southwest, the day ingesting all of us

at different rates depending on your speed.

It's inside of you as much as anywhere

the need to synchronize, not to the war-drum

of a nation's greed, or that 76 station approaching 

on the right, but there, to your left, that rhododendron 

loaded with buds exploding in slow-motion

into hot-pink blossoms. For once I'd like to feel it 

while it's actually happening, instead of vaguely

realizing it in retrospect, in the diminishing wake

of nostalgia, I mean to feel the rapture of being

alive without having to write it down.
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As a red-winged blackbird lands 

on a blackberry bramble a Caltrans tractor

reverses into a ravine and a silver pickup

stuffed with wooden pallets jutting vertically up

at different angles turns right. I turn

my black Focus left, wanting to feel the immediate

expand back to its originally boundless state

but it's always circumscribed, I'm in perpetual danger

of being late. Even the crow

jabbing his beak into a plastic cup of yellow

pudding is in a hurry. Sedans, hatchbacks, trucks

cyclists, pedestrians, jets, everyone's on the clock.

Why do we live like this, counting everything

reducing space-time to a 2-dimensional map

moving along with your vehicle on the app?

It knows where you are, there's no escape

and still you insist that wherever you go

there's something inside that can't be tracked.

If you stop insisting, then you're prepared to serve

a life sentence imprisoned in the map.

Between the bars, the lines, there are gaps 

wide enough to squeeze thru if you turn yourself 

into a breeze or a body of light.

The shadow of a hand around a bar cast on concrete

the shadow of my fingers around a pen cast on the page

a pen is also a cage, a sword that bleeds ink

an octopus thinks in clouds of it. 
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A radical maneuver in surfing

a playful move in a poem, the risk is real, it runs

left to right down the page. 

Poets are frustrating, says Doreen

they want me to figure out what they're trying to say.

Maybe they want you to participate, I suggest

in the construction of meaning. She doesn't buy it. 

And surfers are frustrating too

when the waves are good they lose all sense of

time? I interject. No, adult responsibility.  

Fair enough, but my ability to respond

(my response-ability) is hampered once again

by the language itself, it responds for me

in my place, while I remain in this silent blackness

staring out thru these little blue portals

an astronaut in inner space with no umbilical cord

no link to the mother ship. She thinks it's a cop-out

she's right, my mother was just here last weekend

it's marked on a numbered grid. I fold April 

into a paper airplane – picture the cruelest month 

swooping down and crashing, pointy nose first

into a bookcase – looks like it hit Infinite Jest.

Open it to the phrase “excluded encagement in the self.”

Alone again in my black Focus coasting south

along the North Coast, I sing along with Sting

“these are the soul cages,” closed pages of words 

I'm waiting for you to open. 
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At the edge of a pasture cars dip

beneath cow parsnip, manroot and Queen Anne's Lace

the names threading their tendrils thru the lattice-work

of the past. My black Focus, having already passed

that pasture, is now passing another with three

brown horses under one shore pine in the rain.

They're waiting for it to stop, I'm waiting

for the next name to pop out like a vibrant hue

but it's in the future, invisible within a thick fog.

Past a dark wet stack of redwood logs

back in town now, the electronic message board

beside Eureka Natural Foods, usually aglow

with today's specials, simply says MEMORY ERROR.

Aren't all memories erroneous in some way?

I mean, accuracy of detail isn't the point

they change along with the rest of you, changing signs

to help you process your emotional life. A blue

sign on U.S. Bank glass says WE'VE GONE FORMLESS.

The Zen practitioner beyond my mind responds

you were always already formless, like everything else.

What about the poem, 3 stanzas of 9 lines each

or the little girl on the beach this morning showing me

a ladybug (a gentleman ladybug or a boy girlbug?)

transient forms in the mind, itself a transient form within

something infinite. Whatever it is it isn't waiting for you 

somewhere up ahead, no, you won't get closer to it today

but you'll never get further away. 
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Behind a semi hauling a long shiny silver cylinder

I signal and veer left – my black Focus, reflected 

in a convex oval mirror, flashes its right signal

and veers right, confusing me. He's gone

but I imagine my double rolling on thru an invisible realm

doing the exact opposite of what I'm doing. Heading 

into a heavy north wind at 50 MPH, Humboldt Bay

flowing south at 50 MPH, a Wiyot god churns the bottom

turns the surface brown with frothy white-caps. 

Along the defunct rails broken hubcaps

wax myrtles and willows shake like pom-poms.

Now a young dreadlocked woman on the roadside

bangs a tom-tom beside a Latino man in an off-white 

cowboy hat selling bags of oranges and bottles of honey.

I'd stop, but I don't have any money.

It's his fault, the one who's composing this as I drive.

We're identical, except he's left-handed and parts

his hair on the left. He stares at me from time

to time in the rearview, he seems to need me

he can't exist without me. Sometimes

the feeling is mutual, sometimes I wish he'd go away

and never come back. It's totally unfair

when I do something good, he gets the fanfare

when he does something lame, I take the blame.

I hope he's back there at the roadside eating an orange

with honey on it, maybe he's banging the tom-tom 

and singing a song, I hope they know he's a fake.
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A ladybug climbing up a maple sapling does

a tête-á-tête with an ant walking down

they go around each other and part while

a car starts beside us, a new purple Versa

the upholstery a shiny graphite color reminding me

of the pencil in the passenger seat of my black Focus.

This is the last year he can claim his daughter

as a dependent – the handsome black man 

in the Versa's driver's seat – dependent clauses 

braided into a sentence cut

into lines, a tiny green worm squirming at the end 

of this one – bait awaiting a fish? a momento mori?

No, it's not a worm but a larva of some sort crawling 

in my salad across a slice of red bell pepper. I place her 

gently in the compost bin where she can gorge herself.

When I was younger it would've symbolized a version 

of heaven, feasting on fermenting fruit, overindulgence

inaugurating addiction, the onslaught of hell. 

Tho it partakes of both, the ghost inside

belongs to neither one – you can tell it to stop

rearranging the contents of your dreams

extracting melancholy from certain objects

injecting others with a serum of wisdom, a blue-violet light

but it won't do any good – you can't imagine the winged 

thing it's transforming into, whatever the dream 

might mean, whether you experience bliss

disphoria or something in between.
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Draped in blue blankets five horses graze on green 

grass glazed with rain, a pasture patched with yellow 

mustard flowers. Even if I had to clean the beasts 

and clean up after them, I'd still romanticize

the backlit dung-shack of the pastoral

as if Pan were upon it, I'm not sorry.

She just passed me again, the middle-aged 

shaggy blond with huge black shades in a mint Fiesta.

Beside the highway a crimson and white mini Cooper

with a flat tire fifty yards from a Cooper's hawk

over a wire landing on a sign that says

PATROLLED BY AIRCRAFT, I think of witchcraft

picture the black pot I boiled oatmeal in this morning.

Bland, I had to add something:

Adder's tongue, and blind-worm's sting

Lizard's leg, and owlet's wing?

No, instead of dreadful Graymalkin's concoction

I added cashews, almonds, walnuts, raisins

dried apricot, dried mango, banana slices and honey.

Yes, it tasted better but it couldn't change the weather

widespread low fog for the twelfth day in a row.

I'd eat the forked tongue of a snake

if it'd make the sun come out and stay out.

While you wait for it to illuminate another dung-shack

you miss everything uncoiling a spiritual mode

a hiss in the misty grass of ordinary words

the first and last fork in the road. 
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But let the frame of things disjoint

both the worlds suffer.

They're not mutually exclusive, one can't exist

without the other, a symbiosis reminding me

to build this house conscientiously

not because anyone will ever own it, they won't.

It's an open house, the door's never locked

you can come and go as you please, a jasmine scent

lures you to the front porch. Looters and vandals 

are deterred by the assumption that an unknown owner 

looks after the place. A Bosch and a Rauschenberg 

on the wall above the stairs, luxurious houseplants 

someone must water them, but no one lives here

the only permanent inhabitant a ghost that doesn't know 

it's a ghost. You're sitting on the back porch swing

with an old friend who's telling you a story you've heard

several times, here comes the part about the dwarf

with an aquamarine and tangerine butterfly in his beard

now the beard gets stuck under a boulder

the butterfly escapes and “there's nothing for it.”

You've never heard her say this before

so you look over to examine her expression

but she isn't there, only her disembodied voice.

You're a little spooked, but the voice is soothing

your friend's voice smoothly moving thru you

so you keep listening, even tho you know

or at least you think you know, how the story ends. 
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Because the past is a hole out of which 

the present grows, no story really ends.

The hole, made of stories, ceaselessly deepens

and dilates, a mouth speaking into existence  

a nebula 200 light-years from here.

Its blooming fusion of saffron and indigo

reminds me of that garden we passed this morning

California poppies and penstemon entwined

yellow-orange and blue-violet conceiving an emotion

twilight mirrored on the Pacific.

Of course the stories are all connected to each other

all part of one big story, the one no one understands

so we smash it to pieces

and treat each bit as if it were the whole.

Meanwhile the hole grows more and more fertile

my black Focus turning north on Myrtle Avenue

flamenco fusion on the stereo, the whole sky

a warm blue glow, a hole whose indeterminate dimensions

expand without regard for the basic human need

to define a thing, to categorize it so as to stabilize it

so it makes some kind of sense, at least temporarily.

Sky, cielo in Spanish, the word for ceiling, as if...

and sun, sol, goldish now below a wire starling-lined. 

As arbitrary as they are, without these designations

no stories, and without stories

everything falls away from everything else

tho the falling away is also a story.
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All these changing shapes coloring

changing colors shaping these creatures

of my psyche hardly notice me

as if I don't exist – sometimes I wanna shout

acknowledge me, you wouldn't be here without me.

But I say nothing, because of a sneaking suspicion

that the converse is true, I wouldn't be here without them.

It's usually not scary, they have no ambition 

to destroy me, nor I them

it'd be counterproductive either way

for obvious reasons, but are they really so obvious?

For the sound it ceases to make

or the sound its creases make

the content gets infected, or slips out of focus

my black Focus alongside a split length of luminous liquid.

If you pull over here, you can hear and feel the Eel

River, a piece of it twisted, a cistern's clear blur slowly

flows translucent green over granite boulders

colder in shaded eddies a-buzz with Mayflies

and dragonflies. You create creatures like these

whatever you are. Not a pronoun

or one profoundly furtive star, as opposed to all 

the others, mothers of pearl, slivers of river 

purl over a thick stick stuck between rocks.

You'll never see a solitary molecule enter the Eel

its mouth held open by a word whose meaning

to stay alive, keeps changing.
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A chameleon turns the color of the floor

into the color of a metaphor – to cross over

– my black Focus crossing over the Eel River

a concrete connection camouflaged 

in a grey and beige naturalness made of asphalt

pylons, flying buttresses and girders, a paved road

stone railings partially lined with buxom rock doves

and blackbirds, as if the bridge could disappear

into the structure of words that makes it visible

legible, audible. Odd, the ledge

keeps redefining the air – now it's what you look at

without knowing it's there, now it fills

the empty space that spills over the ledge

like the sound of glowing ripples below.

Then, from the driver's seat of a chipped mint-green pickup

a man with a perfect white mustache waves at me

thinking I'm someone else, someone like you

who've come so far – crossing over oceans 

of plastic, thru pixels of cities

tic-infested thickets – to be here

to hear a white-crowned sparrow in a rhododendron.

Slow down, absorb each morphing pitch

in wavered tones every note of the tune.

Another warm Northern California afternoon

you want this one to last, prolongar in Spanish

but it's already cooler, dimmer

the last syllable about to vanish.
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Him again

the one in the mirror, my dead ringer

a blue-eyed ghost who pulls 

the rope that tolls the bell.

In dreams he's a hologram 

molded to the silhouette of my senses. 

I guess I'm even less substantial in a sense

a series of graphemes no one is reading except you.

Keep going, it gets better, I think.

A familiar pattern, gauzy white-grey morning fog

ghosts across the bay, erasing it. By early afternoon

gusty north wind blows most of the ghosts away

a wobbly yellow plane over the coast

white-caps on the bay, cottony clouds sliding south 

disintegrating in slow-motion above dunes, ocean

a blue sign with a white wheelchair logo. 

Then it pulls in front of me

a sporty red convertible, its driver's long 

hair a blond chaos in the wind

fuzzy red dice dangling from the rearview mirror

in which a fair woman's reflection stares at her

with a sensuous quarter-smile that persists 

for a quarter-mile. I'm actually quite content but

judging by the morosely puzzled expression

on the face in my rearview, you'd never know it. 

Last night I dreamed of a gleaming mirror 

reflecting nothing.
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Difference in sameness, whether weather

or word patterns, local variation within

global stability, that was the plan anyway

the way a myth survives by renewal

regenerating with each generation to remain germane 

to current events – middle-class white women

in front of a court house holding signs, FREE 

THE REFUGEES and CLOSE THE CAMPS.

Keep your clothes close, mutating at a slower rate

than theirs – it's not too late to explain

but before you finish the explanation 

has already changed. A homeless couple sleeps 

in the shrubs beside this stone and steel court house. 

Several sleep in the alley (cardboard on concrete) 

behind the liquor store across the street. 

They aren't refugees, they have no advocates.  

Slum rhythms, off-black chewing gum on black bricks 

between which a few used syringes and condoms

a few blocks away my black Focus pauses

beside a life-sized rusted horse made of used wrenches

trowels, metal rakes, a tail of bicycle chains.

A crow lands on its back, makes several grinding

percussive clicks with his throat, and flies off.

The light changes, I go west

toward the ocean below my fantasy studio

The Decemberists “What a Terrible World

What a Beautiful World” on the stereo.
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Toward a bright crack, contemplating

the threshold between a concrete floor

and the bottom of a closed steel door, a dung beetle 

walks into the light. I stay here in the dark

developing. Each image slowly resolves

– concentric spirals of cylindrical hay-bales scattered 

in a field of tousled grass, a narrow runway 

across the highway from the blue mirror of Humboldt Bay

piebald livestock behind a purple puddle-jumper.

Coming back into view in front of my black Focus 

a red Mazda 6, license plate SAWX GRL

it means she's a Red Sox fan, her Boston cap 

a dead giveaway. Picture her 

in a crowd cheering, laughing, seriously

without thought. If you think about it

what they want you to want more than anything

is something static within which the flux unfolds

to experience not just the continuous 

but the eternal present, albeit briefly.

You could've asked for more

but it wouldn't've done any good

there was never anyone there to grant

or deny your request, so you plant the question

in the backyard and wait for a reply.

Amnestesia – I can't remember if they let me stay

or if I've always been here, in the darkroom.

Don't open the door, one crystal of light will ruin me.
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On a manicured lawn left of my black Focus

beside a quaint cottage recently painted yellow

fullblown violet lobelias within the perimeter

of a red wheelbarrow topped with potting soil 

– nothing depends upon it, the flowers

would grow just as well in the ground.

So why is every red wheelbarrow a derivative

or an addendum appended to an official document

that profoundly original red wheelbarrow written

into existence in a New Jersey barnlot 

a hundred years ago, as if a red wheelbarrow

had never existed before that? Well, you know

the necks of those white chickens got 

popped and chopped, the rainwater gleaming

in the sun dried up – after several years of drought

the wheelbarrow's bearings rusted out

it stopped moving, the whole thing red with iron

oxide, not paint, and that ain't all

it transformed into a woman with a lewd smile

a cougar, a sundial, even a spinning poinsettia at one point. 

Still, this obsession with permanent stability

call it God, immutability, an illusion 

as tenaciously persistent as a foot fungus. 

How are you? Ah, tired, sighs a very pregnant woman

her makeup fresh, several rollers in her hair. 

Well, replies the nurse, you look cute, and

(in sync, laughingly) that's all that matters.
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Humboldt Bay a brownish-blue with white-caps

that vanish about as soon as they form

if your thoughts do the same, you're not alone

but this isn't a game you should play

unless your life depends on it.

Not your livelihood, no one will ever pay you

to compose, only to drive. If you do both

at the same time, be careful. As for reading these words

nothing is less important, and yet

despite the constant busyness that signifies importance

the Hydra-headed TO DO list, the inexorable 

news feeds, something else is going on

not furtively behind the scenes but right out in the open

an infinite mysteriousness infused in each quotidian 

detail – orange traffic cones around a mound of rubble 

rubber and debris, those tiny orange gems embedded 

in Doreen's olive-green eyes. What I mean travels 

in waves of which we're almost wholly unaware

because its time can never be anchored 

to a particular word – it's ineffable, to be sure

but characterized by simply being there (all around 

all the time). My window down, cars passing 

in the opposite direction sound like short 

tapered swaths of some mechanical ocean

that's probably always there. The breathing sea 

inside a dead shell only a metaphor, a game

Eureka church bells peal and die away.
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A canopy of shore pines and elderberry

a sun-dappled trail, when you look up it's gone

the whale-spout someone spotted, the spit 

not far from the mouth of the Mad River.   

It's sad, how quickly things disappear sometimes

how little gets remembered, and what you do recall

seems paltry and small, its significance tied to your ego

in a way that makes you feel more immature 

than you thought you were. I wanna remember more

more clearly. Writing is an aid to memory

so I write what I see, a white man picking blackberries

beside the road that leads to Potawot Village

– United Indian Health Services. A Wiyot man 

and his son, both shirtless and fit, jog in the sun

their black hair flowing, their little mutt dog unafraid 

of the big blond horse flaring his nostrils 

in the open pasture 10 yards away. A white man 

in a black Focus, my blond hair flashes

from the open driver's-side window. I'm here

to deliver a few pairs of repaired glasses.

A beautifully lacquered wood cabin, its fertile healing vibe 

the antithesis of a typically sterile American hospital

passing lavish Native paintings, a display case 

of bead work, stone tools and a papoose basket

a middle-aged Yurok couple, I overhear the man ask 

“are we just taking anyone now?”

I don't have the nerve to stop and explain.
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North wind disfiguring the surf again

40 yards offshore a harbor seal disappears into royal

blue splotched with teal – I want these words 

to project and protect me. Protect me from what

their enhanced interrogation or just their gaze?

Who are they? And which me is being projected anyway

the guy who duckdives walls of whitewater

and juggles soccer balls, or the one who erects walls

between himself and everyone else, juggling words

til they stick in the ceiling or pass right thru

deepening the gas-blue light of a summer afternoon?

A few will attain escape velocity and enter orbit

a few will break apart in the stratosphere

random letters falling back to Earth – one just hit

the ground beside me with an electric sizzle, glad 

I didn't try to catch it. Drawn into a drawing of it

(the curtains drawn so you can't see me) a lower-case h

shaped like the chair I'm sitting in, an electric chair.

If it's on, the voltage is so low I don't feel it.

Still, you know what the h stands for 

this is the hot seat, the pressure to come up 

with something before I come down with something.

In the Northern California sun above a black Focus 

several black letters fall and land around 

an overflowing trashcan – a murder of crows

a murder of egos, whole bookshelves of selves

likely to topple in the next quake.
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Stuck behind a slow Winnebago with a ladder 

to the roof, imagine it extending up into the sky 

where a woman stands, her hands on the top wrung

how slow would the Winnebago have to go 

to keep her safe up there? 

She's a young black woman with a purple scarf 

twisted around her hair, she's related to this 

middle-aged man sitting on a city bench staring 

at distance trying to remember the combination 

to his soul. It's difficult to experience

the infinite within the finite, but that's the goal

to inhabit the crux of a paradox, a being

whose singularity is predicated on multiplicity.

An orange-haired boy in a blue Volt, a woman

with licorice-black hair and blue-framed glasses

in an orange Malibu, a gold-crowned sparrow 

singing in the rain-gutter around the brown roof

of the Sangha Tattoo Studio, Sangha is Sanskrit

for community, it composes you.

Since seeing is a continuous psychological event

nothing changes except the thing seen – composition.

Tonal colors while driving, a cyclist in a chartreuse 

top, a motorcycle cop, look and listen for a color 

to pop out like a horn in an orchestra of strings

which brings me back to you, the concentric rings 

of a redwood tree in the middle of this city, historicity 

infused in the continuum, alive in you.
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A long-haired guy in a tie-dye shirt holding

a sign: SMILE, YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL

I don't wanna be beautiful, says the ghost 

in my silent pulse, I wanna be alive.

Destination glassy ocean, you drive

past the cemetery park, a brilliant spark of sunshine

on each passing car's windshield, you're gliding

beside a faded red diamond on a semi covered

in a film of black grime, its brakes burning.

Take a right, another red light, a woman

talking on the sidewalk, “the devil kept telling me

'don't do it, don't do it, don't do it.'”

Maybe they're only here to fill in the blanks

there they are again, silencing me.

Every theory has in it holes

to be explored – sexual innuendo unintended

the words just have a mind of their own.

A black Soul turns hard right down a long sinuous tunnel

my black Focus parks on small rocks left of the left lane.

In a shiny black plastic circle, a clock, I see my reflection

SHARP in white letters above red numbers, 7:20.

July 20th was the 50th anniversary of the moon landing

picture a diaphanous astronaut's soles lightly

touching the white surface, almost floating.

Whitewater glows above the shoreline, now a brown

and white dog panting, drooling, agog, picks up 

a stick, drops it at my feet and waits.
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If you can't read 'em, coin 'em

those phrases scribbled on that grimy wall

waltz me out of the limelight into a crime site

the whole planet, according to some.

You can't escape the paradox, so just embrace it

I mean all these things and beings you're both

simultaneously separate and inseparable from

a pink wad of used chewing gum stuck inside the O

in the word SOUL scrawled in black on the filthy wall

a young man in a tank-top and flip-flops

his face vanishing behind a cloud of pot smoke

while an osprey hovering above the mouth 

of the Mad River screeches, rights 

her left wing in the long August breeze.  

I'm hoping if I show you what I see – honeybees

pollinating buttercups on a page of written grass

– you'll write to me like you used to, something

about those wheels, people, transformers, birds

all these words being inscribed continuously 

across space-time, the whole shifting landscape 

a document unabridged, the smooth concrete 

pylons of Samoa Bridge coming into view.

Where one blue ends other blues are starting.

Departing the Farmer's Market parking lot

when a teenaged boy on a bike swerves away

just missing my black Focus, his friend yells “Noah 

what are you doing with your life right now?”
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A lethargic chocolate lab beside an overly-excited 

weimaraner in the bed of a black pickup heading west

on the reedy, weed-green roadside an egret 

preening his chest and wing-pits, for a split

second sunlight on the bay resembles a chandelier.

Above the center divide a big clear plastic bag

levitates gracefully, then gracelessly hurls itself

against a pearly-white SUV, wraps briefly around

the sideview mirror, then flings itself off and up

spinning like a tossed pizza pie. Did the pie in the sky 

originally refer to a pizza? I must be hungry

that brunette horse eating dandelions doesn't help. 

How many fish will it take to eat every microscopic bit 

of that plastic bag? A severely weathered guardrail

a few clouds feathered and smeared 

above the bay's silver-blue mirror, more egrets afloat 

– so angelic, so voracious – I've seen one devour 

a vole with wide jerking gulps like a shark 

eating a sea-lion. I could eat a sea-lion right now

or a whole family of voles. Someone defines

pleasure as a marginal utility factor that decreases

over time like a law of diminishing returns

the first bite exquisite, each successive bite less 

and less so. So Doreen grabs me 

by the cheekbones and kisses my lips. 

If she does it again the pleasure will increase

successfully countering the theory.
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To not be in a hurry, such was the comeliness 

I'd come to pray for at times, since time itself 

was deified before being reified

turned into a glass bowl full of coins, marbles 

or jelly beans, something to count, play with

put in your mouth. Kronos put his grandson

Dionysus in his mouth, chewed on him for a bit

then spit him out. From his partly nibbled heart

his whole body was reconstituted, which explains

his passion, not just for wine but voluptuous rhythms.

No, it doesn't have any substance

but all substances are subject to its effects

whatever it is – music, a devotion to it spreading 

like a California wildfire. Because this is a poem

I mean a spiritual fire. I'm picturing a scene 

from The Fire Down Below, a porno from the 90s

– yes, a decadent decade for yours truly, highest highs

lowest lows – I suppose you were writing to me then too

tho I couldn't decipher the symbols. Like I can now

my black Focus gliding beside an 18-wheeler 

stacked with long young torsos of redwood corpses?

No, I don't pretend to understand the music, my timing 

always off, sometimes only slightly but still, off. 

To turn you on I park above a sun-glazed bay.

From a bamboo flute a single note rises and hovers

from a single lexicon a world is made, every night 

and every day, for lovers.
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My black Focus rolling slowly over pot-holes 

in the alley behind U.S. Bank, a disheveled man

black blue-jeans down past his ass, is digging 

thru a dumpster, presumably for a paper towel 

or newspaper to clean his ass with.

He's as much a citizen of Eureka as Mr. Arkley

who owns a quarter of it, this homeless man's hands

no dirtier than your average lumber-baron's.

Barren hills where redwoods once stood

primeval, coeval with a location, unlike us

– speak for yourselves, say the Maidu, Miwok

Modoc, Wiyot, Yurok, Paiute, Karuk, Pomo, Hupa – 

BOOM-boom, BOOM-boom, drums around the fire

2 beats, stressed-unstressed, percussive trochees

BOOM-boom, BOOM-boom, a spotted towhee 

on a low spruce-bough, sacred fumes/flames rising 

like a red-tailed hawk vanishing in a blue-white glow

between two smoke-grey clouds, BOOM-boom

BOOM-boom, percussive trochees, the reverse 

of Shakespeare's iambs – I am non-Native, complicit 

even if I deny the white god's system of denial

the whole holy multi-verse reduced to a screen

across which lesions/legions of images

endless streams of lifeless information

– this site will show me how to dumpster-dive 

this site how to drum and sing like a real Indian

making me feel truly alive.
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A solitary egret a white question-mark

in the middle of the Mad River

– why must I, while everything else goes on

go? – green light for the rest of the universe

red light for me. Slowly

beached driftwood bleaching in the sun

neon-green seaweed combed across a steep sand-bank

pussy willows like fuzzy caterpillars on each branch

I grow old at the same speed something

maternal annually renews itself, a seed 

sprouting island after island in a cosmic ocean. 

After curling viridian glass breaks

feathery whitewater evanesces.

Maybe you're here to experience being a creature

an embodied feature of the structure of existence. 

Okay, but why do I have to live 

in this tension, this shrinking space filling with anxiety 

like a reddish vapor on a timer I can't alter? 

You reside at the intersection of time and timelessness.

Actually I'm at the intersection of Ashdown

and Silkwood, my black Focus passing the red

house with the sky-blue trim on Thel Street

William Blake's Book of Thel swelling the mind

“where the fibrous roots/ Of every heart on Earth

infixes deep its restless twists.” Ask the cloud

or the clod, the loud sun-filled god knows nothing

of the pit's eternally silent blackness.
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Anything deserves to be observed, Heermann's gulls

keening before a torn black Hefty bag, trash strewn

across a dune. 8 years up and down the North Coast

my black Focus breaks 300,000 miles, breaks down

gives up the ghost. You're learning to feel it unfold

the whole process addressing itself to a question as old

as the dirt beneath this street. You can see it thru a crack

– pollen and sand, a dandelion sprouting. Some day

all these roads will erode away, there won't be anyone here.

Black block letters on a yellow sign, DEAD END

a white-tailed doe crosses Felt Street 

zig-zags up a hill covered with young redwoods. 

On one of the steep lovely switchbacks it's possible 

to re-experience something you once felt 

but didn't understand. This time it's perfectly clear

– the poem, no longer made of words, will become 

indistinguishable from the process of coming

into being, and all those pregnant moments

the words tried, so desperately at times

so casually at times, to deliver and preserve against time

will be forgotten. So too the 10,000 things they attempted

to affix themselves to but always failed

because the adhesive could never be permanent.

Already the shore of the poem consists of ambient noise

the buzzings and tick-clickings of nameless insects

blending into the sound of a breaking wave 

whose soundwaves never end.
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